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1.  SAFETY NOTICE 
 
The machine is not suitable for use by unsupervised young children. 
 
Installation and service activities, including replacement of the mains 
cable, should only be undertaken by competent personnel authorised 
to do so by the machine supplier.  Such persons should also be fully 
conversant with the potential dangers of working on live equipment. 
 
Ensure the mains isolation switch (door switch) is operating correctly 
prior to any service activity.   
 
Ensure the machine is isolated from the mains electrical supply prior 
to removing any of the machine protective cover panels. 
 
Working on live equipment should only be undertaken when there is 
no practical alternative.   
 
Precautions should always be taken by using insulated tools and 
insulated probes of test equipment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Copyright Westomatic Vending Services Limited 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a 
retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electrical, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior permission from 
Westomatic Vending Services Limited. 
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2.   SAFETY ELECTRICAL TESTING 
 
 All machines, supplied from the manufacturer, are electrically 

safety tested prior to leaving the factory, meeting the 
requirements of BS3456 Part 102/Section 102/71 1991 Electrical 
Recommendations. 

 
 Tests carried out are as follows:- 
 
1. Earth continuity test - various points,      
 i.e. 25 Amps flows around the earth paths -  maximum 

resistance 0.1 ohms. 
 
2. Insulation test - via mains cable,      
 i.e. 500Vdc applied between live/neutral (bonded together) to earth.  

Resistance must be greater than 2 M.ohms. 

 
Each machine will have a "TESTED FOR ELECTRICAL SAFETY" 
label adjacent to the mains lead entry into rear of machine. 
 

MANUACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS 
 It is recommended that the above tests are carried out on a six-

monthly basis, the results being recorded so that any degradation of 
electrical integrity is highlighted. 

 

NOTE: 
 FLASH TESTING IS CARRIED OUT DURING THE DESIGN STAGE AND 

DUE TO IMPRACTICALITIES AND POSSIBLE SAFETY HAZARDS IT IS 
NOT RECOMMENDED THAT THIS TEST IS CARRIED OUT ON SITE. 

 
Whilst Westomatic Vending Services Limited takes great care 
during manufacture and testing to ensure the electrical safety of 
machines, no guarantee to this effect can be given after the 
equipment has been despatched from its premises. 
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3.  SPECIFICATIONS 
 ESPRESSO CAFE  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     AMERICANO ULTIMA AND INTERLUDE  

 
WEIGHT/CUP CAPACITY (APPROXIMATE) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Weight         236 kg (520 lbs) (DFB HCC)  
Cup Capacity:   Paper Cups 520 

   Plastic   400 (dependent on cup sizes) 
AMERICANO INTERLUDE 
Weight      192 kg (422.5lbs) (SFB HCC) 
Cup Capacity:  Plastic 530 (dependent on cup sizes) 
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4.  ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
 
220/240V 50Hz 13-amp single=phase power supply. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
WATER SERVICES 
 
15 mm (1/2") mains water supply from a rising main 
Minimum water pressure  1.40 Bar (20 psi) 
Maximum water pressure  8.40 Bar (120 psi) 
 
Reference should be made to the Model Water Bylaws 1986 Statutory 
Instrument (SI) No.1147. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
WARNING 

 

THIS EQUIPMENT MUST BE EARTHED 

 

IMPORTANT 

The wires in this mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code: 

 

 

GREEN and YELLOW EARTH 

BLUE    NEUTRAL 

BROWN   LIVE 

 

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this equipment may not correspond with 

the coloured markings identifying the terminals in your plug proceed as follows:-    

 

The wire which is coloured GREEN and YELLOW must be connected to the terminal in 

the     

plug which is marked with the letter E or by the earth symbol      or coloured GREEN 

or GREEN and YELLOW.    

 

The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal which is marked 

with the letter N or coloured BLACK or BLUE. 

 

The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal which is marked 

with the letter L or coloured RED or BROWN. 
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5.  INGREDIENT CANISTERS LAYOUT 
 
Always remove the ingredient canisters from the machine for filling. 
 
To prevent ingredient spillage, rotate dispense spouts to face up-
wards. 
 
Ensure the canisters are correctly configured for products being used 
- refer to Canister Configuration chart over page. 
 

Espresso Café and Americano Ultima 

 
 

 

Americano Interlude 
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Ingredient Canister Configurations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Product Canister 
Complete 

Canister 
Size 

Canister 
Capacity 

Agitator 
Fitted 

Motor 
Speed 

Fresh Brew Coffee 161224 Large FB 2.36 Kg Fitted 140 rpm 
100015063 

Fresh Brew Tea 161224 Large FB 2.36 Kg Fitted 140 rpm 
100015063 

Twin Fresh Brew  161218 Small FB 1 Kg Fitted 140 rpm 
100015063 

Mid-Sized Fresh 
Brew  

161232 Mid-Sized 3 Kg Fitted 140 rpm 
100015063 

Freeze Dried 
Coffee 

161231 Small 1 Kg Not 
Fitted 

80 rpm 
100015064 

Milk/Tea/Topping 161222 Small 2.47 Kg Fitted 80 rpm 
100015064 

Sugar 161230 Large 
Sugar 

7.5 Kg Not 
Fitted 

80 rpm 
100015064 

Chocolate 161226 Large 
Chocolate 

6.27 Kg Fitted 140 rpm 
100015063 

Soup/Spray Dried 
Coffee 

161222 Small 2.3-3.6 
Kg 

Fitted 80 rpm 
100015064 

Chute L/H 161211     

Chute R/H 161210     

Chute Central 161209     

Chute Central 
Long Solo Plus 

161304     

Sugar Chute 161220     
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6.  MACHINE FEATURE 
 

 
MENU PANEL  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LCD Credit 
Display 

Product 
Labels 

Selection Codes 

Price 
Display 

Selection 
Keys 

Coin Return 

Push Button 

Coin Entry Slot 

IR Window 
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LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD) 
 
 The LCD provides the interactive means of communication 

between user and machine. 
 
 The display consists of four lines of 20 alphanumeric characters.  

The top three lines display the standby or advertising message 
and information to guide the user through the selection and vend 
cycles. 

 
 The bottom line indicates the time in 24-hour clock format. When 

credit is added via the payment system the display will indicate 
the credit available. 

 
In the event of a sold-out or out of order condition, the relevant 
code number to be reported is displayed. 

 
LCD 

 

 
 
 
LCD CONTRAST/BACKLIGHT ADJUSTMENTS 
 

 The background lighting and/or contrast of characters are both 
adjustable by the two potentiometers on the rear of the LCD. 
(see Figure A.) 

 
 

Figure A. 
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DRINK SELECTION CODES 
 
Instant Selections   
    Black Black/Sugar White White/Sugar  
 
 Instant 1  10       11  12       13 
 Instant 2  20       21  22       23  
 Instant 3  30       31  32       33  
         +Flavoured Coffee 35       36  37       38  
 Instant 5  45       46  47       48  
 Espresso  14       15  16       17  
 Double Espresso 81       82                   83           84 
 
Freshbrew Selections  
 Freshbrew 1 50       51  52       53  
 *B2C Espresso 55       56  57       58  
 Bean to Cup 60       61  62       63  
 *Dble Espr B2C 81       82                   83           84 
  
Extra Selections 
 Cappuccino No sugar=75 With sugar=76    78/79 (Choc Sprinkler)
 Creamichoc   71  
 Chocolate   70  
 Espresso Choc  77  
 Soup or Lemon Tea 80  
 Hot water    90  
 Milk Pot   *  
 Cup Only   Reg = 88 Large = 89 
 
Cold Drink Selections      
    Black Black/Sugar White White/Sugar 
  
              #Frappe  25       26  27       28 
   
 
Purified Still and Flavoured water is dispensed using the single push button 
selections. 
  
 
*   AVAILABLE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO INSTANT ESPRESSO USING 
THE BEAN TO CUP COFFEE GRINDER. 
 
 #  AVAILABLE AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA  
 

+  ESPRESSO CAFÉ ONLY 
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7    INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING 
 
 Warning: 
 Before commencing any installation procedure, ensure that all 

machine site preparation has been completed correctly and that 
lifting equipment of the correct capacity is available.   

 
We recommend that as much preparation is carried out as 
possible before installing the machine.  A good guide for 
ensuring the site is properly assessed with the involvement of 
technical personnel is the AVAB site survey which is available to 
all member companies from the AVAB.   
 
Within the AVAB survey, particular attention must be paid to the 
local Hazard Analysis evaluation.  This will aid in assessing 
potential risks (such as water quality) when siting a machine in a 
particular environment.  Pre-programming the machine before it 
arrives on site or the availability of a pre-programmed Simm 
Card is also recommended for a fast, efficient and professional 
installation. 

 
LOCATION 
 

The machine is suitable for indoor use only, with an ambient 
temperature not below 10°C and not exceeding 30°C.  Please 
note that the machine will increase the ambient temperature in 
confined air spaces. 

 
The machine should be located to allow access to the appropriate 
electrical and water services with at least 100mm (4") of free 
space between the rear of the cabinet and the wall to allow 
adequate ventilation. 
 

MOVING THE MACHINE 
 
If difficulty is experienced in manoeuvring your machine through 
narrow doorways, then the cabinet depth may be reduced by 
removal of the machine door.  It is recommended that the 
Chiller/Carbonated unit is removed when negotiating any 
stairways. 
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REMOVING THE CABINET DOOR 
 

1.  Disconnect the door loom by separating the 24 way Molex 
connector and 16 way IDC CAN connector cable located at the 
top right side of the cabinet. 

2.  Undo both upper and lower door hinges. Slide door forward and 
lift to remove. 

3.  Refitting is the reversal of the above procedure. 
 
LEVELLING 
 The machine should be levelled in both planes by adjustment of 

the four levelling feet. A spirit level should be used and placed on 
the cabinet roof. Incorrect levelling can result in coin acceptance 
problems, door misalignment and inconsistent cup dispense. 
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8.   STEP BY STEP INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 
 
1. CONNECT WATER SERVICES 
 Water filters are not fitted as standard. If, however, the machine 

has provision for a water filter, the filter will be packaged within 
the machine but not connected.  Ensure the filter is fitted before 
turning on the mains water supply. 

 
 The machine should be connected to a 15mm (1/2") mains water 

supply from a rising main, or other suitable portable water 
supply, using B.S.P. fittings. There should be a minimum water 
pressure of 1.40 Bar (20 psi). Flush the line (several gallons) 
before connecting. The machine should be connected using the 
new armoured hose supplied. Ensure the seal is fitted. The seal 
is of a W.R.C. approved type - non-approved types should not be 
used. 

 
 Sanitisation  
 
 Whilst suitable steps are followed at Westomatic, which include a 

dosing system providing a suitable micro biological condition, it 
is necessary that during installation the machine should be 
sanitised using a two stage process.  

 
 Stage 1 biocide - for the removal of Biofilm build up  
 Stage 2 sanitise - neutralisation of bacteria   
 
2. LOADING CUPS 
 
 To check the operation of the cup carousels: 
 
a. Load ONE sleeve of cups into each carousel/s avoiding the 

dispensing position. 
b. Switched on, the carousel/s will rotate until the cups have 

dropped into the cup ring. 
c. The remaining sleeves can then be filled. 
 
NOTES: 
 If using hot and cold cup dispense option (Address 194), the 

right hand carousel is used for the cold drink cups.  Do not mix 
cup types within the same carousel. 

 
IMPORTANT 
 Always ensure the carousel lids are fitted. 
 Overfilling of the carousels will prevent closure of the cup unit. 
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CUP UNITS 
  
 There are 4 different cup units for different sizes of cups.  These 

are colour coded as follows.  On no account should an attempt 
be made to turn the cup carousels by hand. If the carousel 
locator is damaged then cup jams will almost certainly occur. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. COMMISSION BREWER UNIT IF FITTED 
 

Ensure that the filter insert (tied to the filter platform for 
transport) is placed into the filter platform, checking for correct 
orientation. 

 
A filter roll is supplied for each brewer fitted in the machine.  
This must be fitted as per the instructions on the Brewer itself to 
prevent sold out codes reporting when switching on the machine. 

 
IMPORTANT: 
 Only filter paper designed for use with the WestomaticÆ brewer 

should be used. The correct width of the paper is 10cm 
(100mm).  Using an incompatible filter roll, i.e. Vendking, will 
result in malfunction of the brewer. 

 
 Ensure paper passes under  
 the switch arm 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Pull the paper through the roller section and ensure a 300mm 

tail of paper is led into the brewer waste bucket (see figure. B). 
 

Cup Peeler Colour  Cup Type  

 

Red    200 ml (7 oz) tall 

Grey    250 ml (9 oz)  

Grey    200 ml (7 oz) squat 

Grey Large   320 ml (12 oz)  

Grey - Paper   250ml (9 oz) 
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4. REMOVE 12.5A HEATER FUSE AND 5A COOLER FUSE AS A  
 PRECAUTION AND THEN PULL OUT THE SERVICE SWITCH. 
 
 On powering-up the machine the boiler will begin to fill. Although 

the heater is protected by means of a low level switch, removal 
of the heater fuse, while not essential, is recommended as good 
practice.  

 
 If a hot drink selection is made during the initial heating period, 

the LCD will respond with the message �WATER HEATING� 
followed by the number of seconds before a drink maybe 
vended. 

 
 At Westomatic we carry out a fully functional test using water, 

which passes through a dosing system to provide a suitable 
microbiological condition.  It is therefore advisable to allow the 
boiler to fill with water, switch your machine off and fully drain. 

 
 Ensuring your heater fuse is still removed, turn on your Espresso 

Café and allow the boiler to fill.   
   
5. COMMISSIONING THE CHILLER UNIT � ESPRESSO CAFÉ 

ONLY 
  
 The Chiller unit within the Espresso Café does not require an ice 

bath.  To commission the Chiller unit simply enter into Flush 
mode and flush cold water through the system.  For more 
information see �Using the External Keypad� section. 

 
 COMMISSIONING THE CHILLER UNIT � AMERICANO 

RANGE ONLY (If fitted) 
 
1. Ensure that the machine is switched OFF and that the cooler fuse 

is removed. 
2. Move the chiller back approximately 4� into its operating position 

and secure at the two location points with the screws provided. 
3. Remove the chiller top cover panel to gain access to the water 

bath. 
4. Remove the black bath filler plug. 
5. Fill the water bath with cold water until the bath level reaches 

the yellow band mark on the top evaporator coil. WARNING: Do 
not overfill. 

6. Uncoil the python from its storage position and insert nozzle into 
Dispense Manifold Block  

7. Refit the bath filler plug and chiller top cover panel. 
8. Fit the 5 Amp cooler fuse and switch on the machine. 
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9. Cold water volumes may now be set by adjusting the water 
pressure regulator and/or altering the dispense time/s. 

10. Place the syrup dip-tubes into the product containers making 
sure that the correct flavours correspond to the machine 
selection panel. 

11 Prime the syrups through to the nozzle in �flush� mode  (see page 
22, �USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD�). 

 
NOTE:  
 After commissioning it will take the refrigeration system 

approximately 1.5 hours to build the complete ice bank. 
 

COMMISSIONING THE CARBONATOR UNIT � AMERICANO 
RANGE ONLY (if fitted) 

 
Note:   

Ensure machine is switched off and that the Chiller fuse is 
removed. 

 
1. Move the carbonator back approx. 4� into its operating position 

and secure at the two locations points with the screws provided 
2. Remove the top cover from the carbonator. 
3. Ensure that the ice bath overflow tube is in the waste bucket. 
4. Fill the ice bath with clean cold water until it starts to pour from 

the bath overflow. 
5. If starting for first time, or when changing to a fresh cylinder of 

CO2, purge the cylinder  by opening the valve for 2 seconds. This 
will eliminate the possibility of air or dust entering the 
carbonator. 

6. Uncoil the python from its storage position and insert nozzle into 
Dispense Manifold Block. 

7. Connect the cylinder, ensuring that the interface washer between 
the cylinder and the regulator is in place and purge the 
carbonator bowl through the relief valve for approximately 2 
seconds. Check that the gas regulator is set at 50 psi and adjust 
if necessary. 

8. Power down and refit 5 Amp cooler fuse. 
9. Switch machine on again. 
10. The refrigeration system has a 2 second start-up delay after the 

power has been connected and a 4-minute delay when in normal 
use. 

11. Enter �flush mode� and flush the still water selection (see page 
22, �USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD�).  Following the still water 
cycle the carbonator will start to fill after a 5 second period.  The 
main control board maintains a power supply for enough time for 
the carbonator to reach operational level. When the pump stops, 
the system should be primed with still and carbonated water. 
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12. Place the syrup dip-tubes into the product containers making 
sure that the correct flavours correspond to the machine 
selection panel. 

13. Prime the syrups through the nozzles in �flush� mode (see page 
22, �USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD�). 

 
NOTE: 
 After commissioning, it will take the refrigeration system  

approximately 2-3 hours to build the complete ice bank,  
dependant on ambient conditions. 

 
SANITISING PROCEDURE FOR CHILLER AND CARBONATED 
UNITS � AMERICANO ONLY 
 
NOTE: 

 The following routine can only be adopted if a water filter is fitted 
to the machine. 

 
1. Isolate the machine from the mains electrical supply. 
2. Remove the top lid from your Chiller/Carbonator unit. 
3. Syphon the water from the bath, then refill with clean water. 
4. Remove and discard filter cartridge and fit dummy cartridge 

charged with 50cc of Milton 2. 
5. Place the waste bucket in position, ensure the Chiller/Carbonator 

dispense nozzle leads into it. 
6. Switch on machine. 
7. Flush the cold side of the machine using address 255: 
 
SANITISATION FLUSH - PROGRAMMING - Address 255 
(Default setting = 0) 
 
 When sanitising the cold side of your machine, it is possible to 

flush the cold water system for up to 90 seconds. 
 Example:-  
 If you wish to flush the cold side of your machine for 10 

seconds:- 
 

 In �Service� mode:- 
• Enter Address 255 
• Enter 10 
• Press the �Vend/Accept� key or the �Cancel� key to exit. 
 

 The machine will run the cold-water side for 10 seconds and then 
reset to default 00. 
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8. Empty all sanitiser from the Chiller/Carbonator by flushing the 
cold side (see �Flush� mode).  Refill with sanitiser and follow step 
7 as above and allow to soak for at least 15 minutes. 

9. Remove dummy cartridge and fit new cartridge. 
10. Place syrup dip tubes in container of sanitiser (charged with 50cc 

Milton 2 per 4.5 litres) and flush through to nozzles.  Clean the 
nozzles with suitable bottlebrush. 

11. Leave syrup lines to soak for a minimum of 5 minutes, then flush 
with clean water and re-prime with syrup. 

12. Refill the Chiller/Carbonator vessel with clean water using the 
�Flush� mode. 

13. Empty and refill the Chiller/Carbonator unit a further 2 times. 
14. Test all selections and drink strengths, adjust as necessary. 
 
NOTE: 
 Normally it would be satisfactory to carry out the above 

procedure once every 6 months, which may coincide with the 
filter cartridge replacement routine to be cost effective.  
However, there are many factors which may effect the necessary 
frequency.  Some of these factors are as follows: 

 
a. Is the water supply to the machine of good microbiological 

quality? 
b. Is the water supplied from unsuitable storage cisterns? 
c. Is the supply pipework excessive in length? 
d. Is the supply pipework subject to localised warming? 
e. Does the supply pipework have a dead leg which is subject to 

stagnation? 
f. Does the operator routine include flushing of the cold waters 

regularly? 
g. Is the water delivery nozzle cleaned with the brush supplied and 

sterilised regularly? 
h. Is the machine sited in a suitable location? 
i. Is the ambient temperature excessive? 
j. Is the area dusty? 
k. Does the machine enjoy high volumes of sales of cold drinks?  

The greater the better. 
l. After long periods of time when the machine is not in use (long 

week-ends, etc.), is the machine flushed?  Is the machine 
programmed to flush automatically? 

 
 Further information can be obtained from the following AVAB 

publications:- 
 
1. Drinks Vending Machines:  Code of Practise on Hygiene and 

Water Quality. 
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2. Food and Drink Vending Machines:  Code of Practise for Hygiene 
Machine Operation. 

3. Food and Drink Vending Machines:  Code of Practice for Good 
Machine Design. 

4. Testing of Water Treatment Units:  Microbiological. 
 
6. INGREDIENT FILLING 
 All canisters require filling with fresh ingredients prior to machine 

usage.  When filling canisters please refer to your �OPERATORS 
HANDBOOK�. 

 
NOTE: 
 When filling the �Bean Hopper� only use enough beans for 

a 3-5 day period, as beans kept over this period will lose 
their taste.  

 
7. WATER LEVELS 
 The water levels have been set within your machine to provide a 

5oz drink.  Warning � Do not vend the Bean to Cup Grinder 
without first filling the bean hopper.  Vending the grinder without 
beans will result in the cup overflowing. 

 
8. INITIATING A DRY INGREDIENT THROW 
 To enable you to weigh products, the machine allows you to 

initiate an individual dry ingredient throw without water as 
follows: 

 
In �Service� mode: 

1. Select the appropriate Address number. 
2. Press the �Vend� key on the External keypad.  The current 

dispense time will then be displayed on the LCD.  Press the 
�Vend� key again. 

3 Press the �Large/Small Cup� key on the External Keypad.  This 
will activate a dry ingredient dispense, after a 5 second delay, 
allowing the product to be weighed. 

 
 After adjustment to the dispense time repeat Step 3. 
NOTE: 
 Step 2 does not have to be performed to initiate dry throw. 
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9. ADJUSTMENT TO HOT DRINK LEVELS 
 All hot water dispense valves are factory adjusted to deliver 

water at a pre-determined rate of 1 fl. oz./second (for machines 
dispensing 5 fl. oz. drinks).  This flow rate is essential to ensure 
a full bowl swirl ensuring that all of the product is effectively 
rinsed from the mixing bowl.  The factory set timings of 5.0 
seconds for single valve operation and 2.5 seconds for dual valve 
operations will therefore dispense 5 fl. oz. to mix and rinse 
product from the mixing bowls. 

 
IMPORTANT: 
 Because the hot water dispense valves have shared outputs, i.e. 

can operate for more than one selection, it is important not to 
increase selection in-cup levels by adjusting the flow rate of the 
dispense valve.  All adjustments must be achieved by altering 
the dispense times. 

 
10. PROGRAMME MACHINE 
 Finally, use the Programming Address Listing to check whether 

any further adjustments of the machine settings are necessary 
to meet the requirements of the particular installation. 

 In particular, check under the headings: 
 
 Machine Set-up 
 Drink Set-up 
 Prices 
 Throw Settings 
 Facilities (free vend, jug facility, power saving, auto flush, mini 

series) 
 
11. FLUSH ALL DRINK OPTIONS 
 
 See �USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD�. 
 
12.  TEST VEND ALL SELECTIONS 
 See �USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD�. 
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9.   USING THE EXTERNAL KEYPAD 
 

 The external keypad can be used to access and control the 
different service functions of your machine.  When the machine 
door is open and the power is on, the LCD will display the 
following message: 

 
  DOOR OPEN 
  VMC Vx.xx 
  I/O    Vx.xx 
 
 To enter the different modes press either the �service� mode 

button on the PIB board (Processor Interface Board), located 
behind the menu panel, or, the �Cancel� key on the external 
keypad.  If programming a �Single Choice� machine, use the 
Keypad overlay provided. 

 
Press   Mode Entered 
First    Flush Mode       
Second   Audit Mode      
Third   Test Mode      
Fourth   Service Mode 

FLUSH MODE 
 
 When in �flush� mode the keypad will become active allowing the 

user to initiate flush cycles.  Pressing the different keys will 
execute the following: 

 
 Key Function 
 

1 Flush water station 1 & whipper 1  
2 Flush water station 2 & whipper 2 
3 Flush water station 3 & whipper 3 
4 Flush water station 4 & whipper 4  
5 Flush Freshbrew water and brewer unit  
6 Flush water Coffee Grinder 
7 Flush Still cold water   
9 Cycles through the following cup arm actions:-
 Left cup arm     
 1st press  dispense position 
 2nd press vend position    
 3rd press home position   
  
 Right cup arm    
 4th press  dispense position  
 5th press  vend position 
 6th press  home position 
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0 Cycles through the following actions:-  
 1st press  Cup drop - Left side  
 2nd press Cup drop - Right side 

Cancel  Cancels the mode of operation and returns the  
   machine to standby 
 
Blue Button 1 (Left) Chilled Water 
Blue Button 2 (Right)  Syrup Only 
 
Press �*� key followed by:- 

 
Flush Syrups 

Key 1  Flush Syrup 1 (Cold syrup � Espresso Café) 
Key 2 Flush Syrup 2 
Key 3 Flush Syrup 3 (Hot syrup � Espresso Café) 

 
NOTE: 

The coin mechanism tubes may only be flushed if coins are 
detected. 

 
 
AUDIT MODE  
 

To enter �audit� mode press the �Cancel� button twice. The LCD 
will display:-   

 
 AUDIT MODE 
 INS1  Tot  =  xxxxxx  
 INS1  Val  =  xxxxxx.xx 

 
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT TOTALS 

 When in �audit� mode, by entering a valid drink code, the total 
number of vends for that particular main product will be 
displayed. This will be an accumulative total of all free, pay and 
test vends for that product. 

 
AUDIT FACILITIES 
 
 The Audit reports available from your machine are:- 
 
 Audit 1 = Vend totals and cash totals. 
 Audit 2 = Settings for Addresses 1 - 779. 
 Audit 3 = Power interruptions, sold out events and out of order  
       events. 
 Audit 9 = MDB Coin mechanism change tube levels and coin  
       configuration (See specimen copies of Audit 1 and 9  
       reports on following pages). 
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 Audit 1 report can be accessed via:- 
 
1. The LCD display  
2. Westomatic printer 
3. Infrared audit device  
4. SIMM card 
 
 There are two methods for obtaining an audit report via the LCD: 
Method 1. 

 
1. Switch machine on. 
2. Press the �Cancel� key four times to enter Service mode. 
3. Press the �*� key. 
4. Select the desired audit and use the �Ex White� key to scroll 

through the parameters.  
 
Method 2. 

 
1. Switch machine on. 
2. Press the �Cancel� key twice to display �Audit� mode. 
3. Enter individual product selection code to view an accumulative 

total of all free, pay and test vends for that product. 
 
To obtain audit reports via a printer:  
 
1. Switch machine off. 
2. Connect printer into printer socket. 
3. Switch machine on and wait for BLEEP response from controller. 
4. Press keys �1�, �2� or �3�. 
5. If Audit 2 is required enter �2� followed by the Address number at 

which the audit is to commence and press �Vend� key. 
6. When the print is complete, switch machine off and disconnect 

printer. 
 
NOTE: 
 To abort the report, press the �Cancel� key. 
 
 To obtain an Audit report via the Infra-red please refer to 

individual handbook supplied with unit.  To obtain an 

audit report via the SIMM card, see MICROPROCESSOR 

SYSTEM. 
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SPECIMEN AUDIT REPORT 
 
---- ---- ---- -----  -----    � Software number and date of issue 
Audit Report - No 0044    � Increments on closing door after  
             having taken an audit report                   
Time:    14:32 
Date: Mon  03/07/02      Time, date & location of print 
Last Print:  01/07/02 
Site Id:   123456 
 
Door Open/Close    
    Time  Date 
Open    09:18  05/04   Oldest open/close of machine door 
Close    09:21  05/04       
Open  10:21  05/04 
Close  10:27  06/04 
Open  10:33  07/04 
Close  10:35  07/04 
Open  12:55  08/04 
Close  13.00  08/04 
Open  13:09  09/04 
Close  13.15  09/04 
Open  15:30  10/04   Latest open/close of machine door   
Close  15:35  10/04       
 
Vend  totals  by  type  
 
Pay  000929  0084   Total No. of drinks taken that are  
             priced from 0p to 999p. 
Free  000003  0000   Total No. of drinks taken from  
             permanent free vend machines,  
             or in programmed free vend periods  
             and/or using free PIN       
             periods  
 
Card  000000  0000      Total No. of drinks taken using single  
             price debit card (e.g.Digicard) 
Test  000002  0001      Total No. of drinks taken in �test�  
             Mode.  
Key  000000  0000      Total No. of drinks taken using a free  
             vend keyswitch 
.JPIN 000000  0000      Total No. of drinks taken using Jug  
             PINs. 
FPIN  000000  0000      Total No. of drinks taken using free  
             vend by PIN No. 
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Large  Cups    
Pay  000322  0033 
Free  000000  0000 
Card  000000  0000   As above but total taken when using  
             the large cup option 
Test  000000  0000 
Key  000000  0000 
Gtot  001256  0033 
 
Mini Series (USD) 40 
Pay  000070  0011 

Free  000000  0000   Total No. of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series  
Card  000000  0000   machine 40 (typically Mini Snack  
             machine)      
Tot  000070  0011 
 
Mini Series (USD) 48 
Pay  000027  0002 
Free  000000  0000   Total No. of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series 
Card  000000  0000   machine 48 (typically Mini Can  
             machine) 
Tot  000027  0002  
 
Mini Series (USD) 50 
Pay  000027  0002 
Free  000000  0000   Total No. of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series 
Card  000000  0000   Machine 50 (typically Mini Bottle  
             machine)  
 
Sales Value Summary 
Cash  Taken Value 
Std Cups   
   Total   Int 
Std  0095.34  0008.34  Value of drinks purchased at standard  
             selling price 
Jug  0000.00  0000.00  Value of drinks dispensed in jug,  
             including standard pay and   
             supplementary discount and jug  
             discount if discounted price is 
                  greater than 0p.  If 0p, jug vends are  
             treated as free vends with No Cup. 
 
Large Cups         � Value of large drinks purchased. 
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   Total   Int 
Std  0026.38  0002.60 
 
Price Bands               � Total number of vends in price  
             categories. 
PB01 000124  0020  
PB02 000048  0006  
PB03 000380  0054  
PB04 000416  0025 
PB05 000152  0000 
PB06 000054  0007 
PB07 000063  0006 
 
Cash In Box 
 
000095.34 
 
On Account 
Card  0000.00  0000.00  Value of drinks (at standard selling  
             price) taken using single   
             price debit card  (e.g. Digicard). 
Free  0000.00  0000.00  Value of drinks (at standard selling  
             price) that have been free   
             vended, either by permanent free or  
             free vend periods, or free   
             vend by PIN, and/or drinks at 0p, and  
             if discounted to 0p. 
PnJ0  0000.00  0000.00  
PnJ1  0000.00  0000.00 
PnJ2  0000.00  0000.00 
PnJ3  0000.00  0000.00 
PnJ4  0000.00  0000.00 
PnJ5  0000.00  0000.00 
TotJ  0000.00  0000.00  Total value of jug vends taken by PIN  
             (at standard selling price), i.e.  
             column totals. 
PnF1 0000.00  0000.00  
PnF2 0000.00  0000.00 
PnF3 0000.00  0000.00 
PnF4 0000.00  0000.00  Value of free vends taken using each  
             PIN number.  
PnF5 0000.00  0000.00 
PnF6 0000.00  0000.00 
TotF  0000.00  0000.00  Total value of free vends 
 
Key  0000.00  0000.00  Value of drinks taken (at standard  
             selling price) when a free vend  
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             keyswitch is switched on. 
 
Test  0000.24  0000.12  Value of drinks (at full price) taken in  
             �test� mode. 
Discount Total 
Tot  0000.00  0000.00  Total value of discount deducted for  
             No Cup discount, Supplementary  
             discount and Jug discount where the  
             drink price was discounted to greater  
             than 0p. If a drink is discounted to 0p
             it is treated and accounted for as a  
             free vend. NB: Only 1    
             discount mode can be activated at  
             any one time. 
USD1 
Pay  0019.32  0003.02 
Free  0000.00  0000.00   Value of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series       
Card  0000.00  0000.00   machine 1. 
Tot  0019.32  0003.02 
 
USD2 
Pay  0009.45  0000.70 
Free  0000.00  0000.00  Value of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series      
 
Card  0000.00  0000.00  machine 2. 
Tot  0009.45  0000.70 
 
USD3 
Pay  0009.45  0000.70 
Free  0000.00  0000.00  Value of pay, free and card vends  
             taken from Mini Series      
 
Card  0000.00  0000.00  machine 3. 
Tot  0009.45  0000.70 
 
Drink Prices         
   Std  Lge 
Ins1  0.12  0.18 
Ins5  0.00  0.00 
Espr  0.12  0.18 
Fb1  0.10  0.16 
Fb2  0.10  0.16 
Fb3  0.10  0.16 
Capp 0.12  0.18 
Choc 0.10  0.16 
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Crea  0.12  0.18      Programmed selling prices contained  
             in Addresses 1 
ECho 0.15  0.25      through to 19 (will display active  
             selections only). 
CDG1 0.10  0.16  
CDG2 0.10  0.16 
CDG3 0.10  0.16 
CWAT 0.01  0.02 
Cups 0.01  0.02 
ExSu 0.00 
ExWh  0.00 
Strg  0.00 
 
USD1 (8x8)   Prices 
A1  0.30     A2  0.29  
A3  0.29    A4  0.30 
A5  0.27     A6    0.27etc...    
 
USD2 (8x8)   Prices     Prices set for each selection on the 
Universal Slave Machines 
A1  0.40  A2     0.40  
A3  0.40  A4     0.40 
A5  0.40  A6     0.40etc..... 
 
Drink totals 
Hot 
Ins1  000008 0001 
Ins2  000000 0000 
Ins3  000000 0000 
Ins4  000000 0000 
Ins5  000037 0014 
Espr  000001 0000 
Fb1  000045 0018 
Fb2  000156 0068 
Fb3  000170 0082 
Capp 000017 0009 
Choc 000003 0001    Total numbers of drink types taken in  
Crea  000024 0014    any mode of operation, i.e. Pay, Free,  

             Supplementary discount, Card, Key,  
             Jug and Test.  

 
Cold 
Sy1u 000011 0011 
Sy2u 000000 0000 
Sy1u 000011 0011 
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Other Extras 
Ncup  000010 0000   Total No. of drinks taken when  
             pressing �No Cup� key and all 
                jug vends taken in pay mode even if  
             discounted to 0p, and test vends  
             taken with no cup. 
StRg  000004 0002 
ExSu  000001 0000 
ExWh  000022 0008  
Whip  000052 0018   Total No. of options selected. 
Cups  000000 0000 
LCups  000000 0000 
 
JUG TOTALS BY PIN 
 
PinJ0  000001 0000 
PinJ1  000000 0000 
PinJ2  000000 0000   Total No. of jug vends taken using  
             the 6 available PINs. 
PinJ3  000000 0000 
PinJ4  000000 0000 
PinJ5  000000 0000 
TOTJ  000000 0000...  Total of above columns. 
 
FREE TOTALS BY PIN 
 
PnF1  000000 0000 
PnF2  000000 0000 
PnF3  000000 0000 
PnF4  000000 0000   Total number of free vends taken  
             using the 6 available PINs. 
PnF5  000000 0000    
PnF6  000000 0000 
TOTJ  000000 0000   Total of above columns. 
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SPECIMEN AUDIT PRINT 9 
 
 All the relevant coin information set on the machine and within 

the MDB coin mechanism can be viewed by printing an Audit 9 
report. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MDB Changer Info 

 

Changer Level   003 

Manf:  CAI 

Ser No.: 000037900606 

Model: GBP-G802-012 

Soft Ver 2200 

Changer payout 

SF:001 

DP:002 

Country:  0044 

Coins  

A 00:001:000   T   A/M  

B 01:001:000   B   A/M             

C 02:002:000   T   A/M         

    03:002:000   B   A/M         

    04:005:000   T   A/M         

    05:010:000   B   A/M         

    06:020:000   T   A/M         

    07:050:000   B   A/M         

    08:100:000   B   A/M         

    09:200:000   B   A/M 

The Intelligence 

level of the coin 

mechanism. 

Level 3 is high 

level

Indicates which 

coins have been 

assigned as coin 

types A, B and C 

for programming 

The coin number 

The coin value 

The code for the coin 

mech. manufacturer. 

Indicates the number of 

coins which the 

changer knows to be in 

the tube. 

Indicates the routing of 

the coin and the 

operational function for 

that coin.F = Coin tube 

is full.T = Coin routed 

to the Tube.B = Coin 

routed to the cash box.I 

=  Inhibited when low 

in change. 

Indicates coin 

Acceptance and/or 

Manual dispense or 

Inhibited (refer to the 

settings within Address 

330 to 345) 
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TEST MODE 
 

To enter �Test Mode�, Press the �Service� button or the �Cancel�  
 key three times.   
 
 When in �test� mode, drinks can be dispensed by entering the 

appropriate selection code number and options, followed by the 
�Vend� key.  No credit is required in �test� mode.   
 
When the machine is in �test� mode the LCD will display:- 

 
 TEST SELECTION -XX- 
 OPTIONS  =  STRG XSUG  
 XWHT  WHIP  NCUP 
 

Pressing the �Cancel� key will cancel the mode of control and 
return the machine to standby. 

 

 

SERVICE MODE 
 

 When you receive your machine no security access is necessary 
to undertake any programming tasks.  However, a facility exists 
to incorporate a six-digit security code to inhibit unauthorised 
access to �Service� mode - the mode necessary for programming.  
Refer to Programming section - Address 197. 

 

TO ACCESS SERVICE MODE - WITHOUT SECURITY  
1. Switch on machine. 
2. Press �Service� button on the PIB module board or the �Cancel� 

key on the external keypad four times. The LCD will display the 
following message:-   

 
      SERVICE MODE 
      ADDRESS = XXX 
      DATA = XXXXXXX 
 
NOTE: 
  If a security code has been set-up and the �service� mode key  
  is pressed without first entering the security number, a two- 
  second error bleep will be sounded by the controller. 
 
TO ACCESS SERVICE MODE - REQUIRING SECURITY ACCESS  
1. Switch on machine. 
2. Enter your six-digit security code number. 
3. Press the �Vend� key. 
4.  Press the �Service� or �Cancel� button four times to access 

�service� mode. 
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PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE 
 All of the programming within your machine is carried out  
 within �Service� mode. 
 
Example: 
 To set the price of Instant 1 to 20p: 
 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Type the required Address:  01 
2. Press the �Vend� key   
3. Enter new price:  20 
4. Press the �Vend� key  
 
IMPORTANT:  

After programming all required Addresses, the �Cancel� key must 
be pressed two further times to display the �Door Open� 
message.  At this stage all parameter settings will be refreshed 
to the new programmed values.  Failure to follow this 
requirement will result in all parameter settings remaining 
unchanged. 
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10. HOW TO SET UP AND USE MACHINE FACILITIES  
 
 The following information explains the facilities that are available 

to you through your Espresso Café beverage machine.  Use this 
section in conjunction with the �Programming Commands� section 
to set-up your machine to meet with your customers 
requirements. 
 
• AutoFlush Periods�.Page 32 

• Automatic Power Saving�.Page 32 

• Free Vend/Supplementary Discount Periods�.Page 33 

• Free Vend Periods�.Page 33 

• Jug Facility/Operation�.Page 34 

• LCD Advertising Mode�.Page 36 

• Mini Series Capability�.Page 37 

• No-Cup Facility�.Page 38 

• Summertime Shift�.Page 39 

• Vend Key/Operation�.Page 39 
 

AUTOFLUSH PERIODS � (Addresses 250 � 252) 
 
 Up to three automatic flush periods are available.  During a flush 

period the LCD indicator will display the message �Cleansing 
Program � Please Wait�.  The bleeper will also sound and the �Hot 
Water� warning lamp will flash for the duration of the flush 
period, alerting people of its current activity.  The coin 
mechanism will also be inhibited for the duration. 

 It is recommended that for safety reasons the flush periods are 
not operated during normal working hours of use.  If, at the 
same time a vend is being taken or credit is on the machine, the 
flush cycle will not commence. 

 
AUTOMATIC POWER SAVING � (Address 232)  
 
 Your machine can be programmed with a delay time (in hours) 

after which, if the machine has not been used, it will switch into 
�power saving� mode.  All machines that leave the factory have 
this facility programmed as inactive to Accommodate 24hr a day 
sites.  

 
 The objective of automatic power saving is to account for periods 

of time when perhaps the machine would normally be in use, but 
is not � for example Bank Holidays or shut-down periods of 
particular locations.   

 
 To terminate either of the above �power saving� modes, when 

set, the user has simply to select a hot drink. The normal 
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operating temperature will then be resumed whilst the LCD 
reports �WATER HEATING PLEASE WAIT. � WILL BE READY 
AGAIN IN XX SECONDS.� The timer will countdown from 250 
seconds after which the machine will be ready to dispense hot 
drinks.   

 
The automatic �power saving� mode will also be terminated by 
the start time of a programmed working day.  NOTE:  Normal 
operations of cold drink selections are not affected by the �power 
saving� mode. 

 
SET-UP FREE VEND/SUPPLEMENTARY DISCOUNT PERIODS  
(Addresses 32, 235 to 240) 
 
 Up to six free vend OR six supplementary discount periods may 

be programmed although the two are mutually exclusive, i.e. if 
any free vend periods are programmed, the discount feature 
cannot be used, and vice versa.  

 

FREE VEND PERIODS 
 
 During these periods, all drinks may be free vended, or, if 

required, a limited selection of drinks may be free vended. 
 The drinks available during a timed free vend period are 

determined by the "Set-up selection range".  
 
 Each active selection can be programmed to:- 
a) Timed free vend available. 
b) Timed free vend not available. 
 
 The content of each selection Address for the above options will 

vary dependant on the drink type. Refer to "Programming 
Commands�. 

 
 At the start of a free vend period, the processor will respond with 

an audible tone of 1 second duration. If all active selections are 
being free vended, the LCD standby message will change to read 
FREE VEND - ENTER DRINK CODE AND OPTIONS REQUIRED, 
THEN PRESS �VEND� KEY. If, however, any selection is to remain 
as a pay vend, the LCD standby messages will not change. 

 
During a free vend period, the active price displays of selections 
available for free vend will change to zero. 
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JUG FACILITY/OPERATION (Related Addresses 222 TO 227, 

229, 230, 242, 248 & 262) 

 
 When active, the jug facility can be used in 2 ways:- 
 
1. Press the �Jug� key followed by a Personal Identification Number 

(PIN) to activate a 'free of charge' jug fill routine. 
2. By pressing the �Jug� key twice (following prompts from the LCD) 

to activate a pay jug fill routine. 
 
 A maximum of six individual 4-digit PINs may be programmed 

within Addresses 222 to 227. Each PIN is individually audited for 
accounting purposes within audit report No. 1. 

 
 To safeguard PINs, should 3 consecutive incorrect PINs be 

entered, the Jug key will become inactive for a 4-minute duration 
(PINs are not required for the jug facility if the machine is set to 
permanent free vend, or during a free vend period). 

 If required, a discount may be set-up for each drink selected 
during a pay jug-fill routine. The value set in Address 230 (Jug 
discount) will be deducted from each vend requested. 

 
 See Flow Chart for jug fill operational routine and LCD messages 

displayed.  See also �Jug Facilities� in the �Programming 
Commands� section for Set-Up information. 
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JUG FILL OPERATION FLOW CHART 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE:  If this facility is not required, it can be disabled by setting 
Address 248 (Jug key) to 1. 
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LCD ADVERTISING MODE � (Addresses 703 & 713) 
 

To enter �advertising� mode the LCD must display DOOR OPEN, 
at this point enter into �service� mode.  To enable the Advertising 
message to be displayed, set Address 713 to 01.   
 
To enter a new text message enter into Address 703.  The 
processor board will then respond with a 3 second continuous 
bleep.  When in the �advertising� mode enter any message of up 
to a maximum of 120 characters (2 pages of 3 lines, 20 
characters per line). 

 
 The advertised message that has been programmed will be 

displayed following the standby message/s.  The numerical 
keypad allows a multitude of characters to be used when in the 
�Advertising� mode.  Pressing a numerical key will display the 
following characters:- 

 
Button           Character 
1   1  A  B  C  Ä  %  &        
2   2  D  E  F  Ë  ?  `        
3   3  G  H  I  Ï  ;  :       
4   4  J  K  L  £  $         
5   5  M  N  O  Ö  .  ,       
6   6  P  Q  R  '  (  )       
7   7  S  T  U  Ü  +  /      
8   8  V  W  X  =  -  *       
9   9  Y  Z  \        
0   0 <Space> 

 
 Each press of the numerical key will cycle through the individual 

characters.  If a key is not pressed for 1 second the displayed 
character will be printed to the LCD. 

 
Additional Keys:- 
 
Key                 Action 
Cancel            Exit edit mode without saving  
      changes 
Vend     Exit edit mode & save changes 
Extra White/Cursor up/left   Move cursor left 1 character 
Whipped/Cursor down/right Move cursor right 1 character 
 
Special * Key 

 
When the �*� key is pressed for the 1st time following any other 
key press the processor will respond with a short bleep.  
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Pressing the following keys after this action has the following 
function:- 
 
Key          Action 
Extra White/ Cursor up/left Move to previous advertising  
      page 
Whipped/Cursor down/right Move to next advertising page 
1     Clear displayed page 
2     Clear all advertising pages 

 
NOTE: 
 To turn advertising message off, set Address 713 to 00. 
 
 
MINI SERIES CAPABILITY 
 
 Introduction 
 The Espresso Café can host any combination of up to three Mini 

Snack or Mini Can machines to run as slave units to the host 
machine, with up to 64 item prices on each.  

 
Automatic detection of MDB peripherals. 
 
 Presence of any Universal Slave Device is immediately detected 

as soon as they are connected to the MDB bus connector. MDB 
Mini Series machine Loom Connections 

 
                                    

 
 
 
 
 
Mini Series machine. 
 
 All information using the �Service� mode functions, configuring the 

machine, pricing, test vends and operating procedures can be found in 
the Mini Series Machine Handbook. 

 
 

Part Number: 246243 (Door Loom) 

Part Number: 246243 (Interface Loom) 
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Normal Operation 
1. Prices of items within the Mini Series machines should be displayed 

adjacent to the product using price scrolls supplied. 
2. Payment for a Mini Series machine product will be made via the 

Espresso Café.  
3. Item selection shall be made from the keypad fitted to the Mini Series 

machine itself. A four digit LED display on the Mini Series machine 
provides the following information:- 

 a. Credit in host machine 
 b. Item selection made 
 c. Value of item selected (if insufficient credit) 

 d. Flashing bars (if selection is sold out) 
 e. Temperature 
 f. Mini Series machine �service� mode functions 
4. If the credit is insufficient, the machine will alarm and display the 

normal insufficient credit message on the host LCD and the value of 
the item selected will also be displayed on the Mini Series machine. 

5. Change may be collected as normal, or another item selected. 
6. The Mini Series machine will automatically communicate its 

configuration to the host machine. 
7. The matrix configuration of the Mini Series machine may be any row 

and column configuration up to a maximum of 8 rows and 8 columns 
(64 items). To set up configurations please refer to the Mini Series 
Machine Handbook. 

 
NO-CUP FACILITY (Address 247) 
 
 The No-Cup key may be pressed before or during the selection of 

any product to facilitate use of the Customer�s own cup/mug. If 
desired, a discount feature for this facility may be programmed 
within Address 199 (Discount for No-Cup option) - see 
Programming Commands section. 

 
 If the �No-Cup� facility is not required, the key may be disabled 

by programming Address 247 (No-Cup key) to 1. 
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SETTING UP THE SUMMER TIME SHIFT 
 
 The summer time shift facility will only function during the months of 

March/April/May and September/October/November. The set-up can 
only be pre-programmed up to 6 days in advance. 

 
 In �Service� mode:- 

To enable the Summer Time to be active press the �Extra White� 
key on the external keypad.  To disable this facility press the 
�Whipper� key on the external key pad. 

 
NOTE: 

The controller automatically determines whether the 1 hour is to 
be lost or gained. The time shift will occur at 2.00 am on the 
following Sunday. 
In order for this feature to operate correctly, it is important that the 
correct time and date are set within Address 202 
 

VEND KEY/OPERATION (Address 249) 
 
 The �Vend� key may be programmed to be used in one of two 

ways:- 
 
1. The �Vend� key must be pressed to activate the vend cycle. 

2. If the �Vend� key is not pressed, following a 5-second time out, 
the vend cycle will automatically be activated. 
 
See Address 249 in Programming Commands section for full 
details. 
 
. 
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11. PROGRAMMING ADDRESSES 
 
Use this list to identify which addresses are relevant and obtain details on 
how to set addresses to your requirements in the �Programming Commands� 
section. 
 
Warning: 
The configuration of your Espresso Café has been set using a Simm 
Card at Westomatic.  If your Espresso Café is reset to its factory 
defaults, the information below will need to be re-loaded onto your 
machine.  Americano cold water defaults vary from the list shown. 
 
NOTE:  Within the following table, Grd refers to Ground Coffee 
Beans. 
 
Addr. Function               Default 
 
PRICING 
 
1  Price - Instant 1   0.15 
2  Price - Instant 2  0.15 
3  Price - Instant 3   0.15 
5  Price - Instant 5   0.15 
6  Price - Espresso   0.15 
7  Price - Grinder   0.15 
8  Price - Brewer 2   0.15 
9  Price - Cappuccino   0.15 
10  Price - Chocolate   0.15 
11  Price - Creamichoc   0.15 
12  Price - Soup  0.15 
13  Price - Hot Water   0.02 
14  Price - Syrup 1 Water 0.15 
15 Price � Syrup 2   0.15  
16  Price - Syrup 3 Coffee 0.15 
17  Price - Cold Water   0.02 
19  Price - Cup   0.02 
20 Price - Brewer 3  0.15 
21 Price � Frappe  0.15 
22 Price � Cap with Choc 0.15 
23 Price � UV Still Wtr  0.15 
24 Price � Cold Syrup  0.15 
25 Price � Hot Syrup  0.15 
26 Price � Flav Coffee  0.15 
27 Price � Double Espr  0.15 
34  Price � EspressoChoc 0.15 
411 Extra Price - Strong  00 
412 Extra Price - White  00  
413 Extra Price � Sugar  00 

(See also free vend & discount set 
up and USD prices) 
 

 
Addr. Function               Default 
 
MINI SERIES (USD) PRICES 

 
500 Mini Series Price Control  0 

501 Price USD 1, Item A1  40 
502 Price USD 1, Item A2 40 
 
503-508 Price USD 1, A3-A8 40 
509 Price USD 1, B1  40 
510 Price USD 1, A2  40 
 
511-516  Price USD 1, B3-B8  40 
517 Price USD 1, C1        40 
518 Price USD 1, C2        40 
 
519-524 Price USD 1, C3-C8   40 
525 Price USD 1, Item D1 40 
526 Price USD 1, Item D2 40 
 
527-532 Price USD 1, D3-D8 40 
533 Price USD 1, E1  40 
534 Price USD 1, E2  40 
 
535-540 Price USD 1, E3-E8 40 
541 Price USD 1, Item F1  40 
542 Price USD 1, Item F2  40 
 
543-564 Price USD 1, F3-H8 40 
565-620Price USD 2, A1-G8 40 
 
621 Price USD 2, H1  40 
 
622-628 Price USD 2, H2-H8 40 
 
632-687Price USD 3, A1-G8 40 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
688 Price USD 1, H1  40 
689-695 Price USD 1, H2-H8 40 
 
629 USD 1 Free/Supp Period 0 
630 USD 2 Free/Supp Period 0 
631 USD 3 Free/Supp Period 0 
 
DRINKS SET UP 
 
205 Inst 1 (Codes 10-13)  02 
206 Inst 2 (Codes 20-23)  00 
207 Inst 3 (Codes 30-33)  00 
208 Inst 4 (Codes 40-43)  00 
209 FB 1(Codes 50-53)  01 
210 Grinder (Codes 60-63) 08 
  
211 Espres (14-17,55-58) 00 
212 Cappuc (75,76,78,79) 06 
213 Chocolate (Code 70)  01 
214 Creamichoc (Code 71) 01 
215 Soup/Inst 5 (80,45-48) 02 
216 Hot Water (Code 90)  0 
 
217 Syr 1 Flavoured Water 01 
218 Syr 2  00 
219 Syr 3 Flav Cof (35-38)  01 
 
220 Still Water (Code 99) 05 
221  Carb Water (Code 98) 00 
256 Frappe (Codes 25-28) 00 
273 Espressochoc (Code 77) 01 
270  Cup Only (88 + 89)  01 
382 Ground Cap (75,76,78,79) 0 
383 Ground Espr (55 � 58)  0 
384 Flav Grd Coffee (35-38)  0 
476 Chilled Water System  1  
750  Double Espresso (81-84)   3 
 
MACHINE SET UP 
 
33  Price � Protect   00 
190 Set-up Carbonator  1 
193 Site No. 123456 
197 Security Code 000000 
200 Payment System  05 
201 Payment Acceptance  0 
202 Time/Day/Date 
203 Machine Type  00 
204 Language  00 
247 'No Cup' Option  0 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
248 'Jug Fill' Option  0 
249 'Vend' Key  1 
 
LED (KEYPAD DISPLAY)  
 
196 Coins Accepted Message  00 
416 Exact Change Message 01 
 
LCD (PRICE DISPLAYS) 
 
31  Decimal Point Position   2 
 
LCD (ADVERTISING MESSAGE) 
 
713 Advertising Mode  00 
 
CUP SET UP 
 
195  Cup Station Lamp Test  1 
234 Over-run � Cup Arm  0.3 
417 Default Size Cup  00 
494 Cup Mech. Type  10 
495 Peeler Motor - Time Out 90 
496 Peeler Motor - Cup Arm  
 Delay  40 
194  Set up Cups  01 
199 Discount-Optional No Cup00 
 
247 'No Cup' Option  00 
270  Cup Only (88 + 89)  01 
271 Set up Cup Sensor  02 
272 Vend Abort/Enabled  01 
 
WATER CONTROL 
 
321 Operating Temperature 92 
322 Sleep Temperature  60 
323 Temperature Monitor  -- 
487 Push & Hold Wtr Delivery 00 
 
THROW SETTINGS 
  
HOT DRINKS 
 
35  Thr - Ins 1 Regular  0.8 
36  Thr - Ins 1 Strong   1.0 
37  Thr - Ins 1 White  0.8 
38  Thr - Ins 1 Ex. White   1.0 
39  Thr - Ins 1 Sugar   0.8 
40  Thr - Ins 1 Ex. Sugar  1.0 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
41  Thr - Ins 1 Main Water 4.0 
42  Thr - Ins 1 Main Whip 4.0 
43  Thr - Ins 1 Whitener Wtr  2.0 
44 Thr - Ins 1 White Whip  3.0 
 
45  Thr - Ins 2 Regular   0.9 
46  Thr - Ins 2 Strong   1.1 
47  Thr - Ins 2 White   0.8 
48  Thr - Ins 2 Ex. White   1.0 
49  Thr - Ins 2 Sugar  0.8 
50  Thr - Ins 2 Ex. Sugar 1.0 
51  Thr - Ins 2 Main Water 2.5 
52  Thr - Ins 2 Main Whip 4.0 
53 Thr - Ins 2 Whitener Wtr  2.0 
54 Thr - Ins 2 Whitnr Whip 3.0 
55  Thr - Ins 2 Sugar Water  1.5 
56 Thr - Ins 2 Sugar Whip 2.0 
 
57  Thr - Ins 3 Regular   0.9 
58  Thr - Ins 3 Strong   1.1 
59  Thr - Ins 3 White   0.8 
60  Thr - Ins 3 Ex. White   1.0 
61  Thr - Ins 3 Sugar   0.8 
62  Thr - Ins 3 Ex Sugar   1.0 
63  Thr - Ins 3 Main Water 2.5 
64  Thr - Ins 3 Main Whip 4.0 
65  Thr - Ins 3 Whitener Wtr  2.0 
66  Thr - Ins 3 Whitnr Whip  3.0 
67  Thr - Ins 3 Sugar Water 1.5 
68 Thr - Ins 3 Sugar Whip 2.0 
 
78  Thr - Ins 5 Regular   0.9 
79  Thr - Ins 5 Strong   1.0 
80  Thr - Ins 5 White   0.8 
81  Thr - Ins 5 Ex. White   1.0 
82  Thr - Ins 5 Sugar   0.8 
83  Thr - Ins 5 Ex. Sugar 1.0 
84  Thr - Ins 5 Main Water 2.5 
85  Thr - Ins 5 Main Whip 4.0 
86  Thr - Ins 5 Whitener Wtr  2.0 
87  Thr - Ins 5 Whitnr Whip  3.0 
88  Thr - Ins 5 Sugar Water  1.5 
89 Thr - Ins 5 Sugar Whip 2.0 
 
90  Thr - FB 1 Regular   0.9 
91  Thr - FB 1 Strong   1.1 
92  Thr - FB 1 White   0.5 
93  Thr - FB 1 Ex. White   0.7 
94  Thr - FB 1 Sugar   0.8 
95  Thr - FB 1 Ex. Sugar   1.0 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
96  Thr - FB 1 Water   3.5 
97  Thr - FB 1 Sugar Water 1.1 
98  Thr - FB 1 Sugar Whip 2.0 
99  Thr - FB 1 Whitener Wtr  1.0 
100  Thr - FB 1 Whitener Whip 1.0 
101 Thr - FB 1 Brewing Time 05 
102 Thr - FB 1 A.S.D  2.6 
126 Thr - FB 1 Top-up  0.0 
 
103  Thr - Grinder Regular 5.0 
104  Thr - Grinder Strong  5.0 
105  Thr - Grinder White   0.8 
106  Thr - Grinder Ex. White  1.0 
107  Thr - Grinder Sugar   0.8 
108  Thr - Grinder Ex. Sugar  1.0 
127 Thr � Grinder Sugar Wtr 1.8 
109 Thr - Grinder Water        10.0 
110  Thr - Grinder Whipper  4.0 
111  Thr - Grinder Whtnr Wtr  1.5 
112  Thr - Grinder Whtnr Whip 2.0 
113  Thr - Grd Brewing Time 05 
114 Thr - Grinder ASD  3.0 
115 Thr � Grd Top Up Watr 0.0 
384 Thr � Grinder syrup  0.6 
 
116 Thr - Espr Coffee - Reg 0.9  
117 Thr - Esp Coffee - Strong 1.1 
118 Thr - Espresso Whitener 0.7 
119 Thr - Espr Ex. Wht Wat 0.9 
120 Thr - Espresso Sugar  0.6 
121 Thr - Espresso Ex. Sugar 1.0 
122 Thr - Espresso Water 2.0 
123 Thr - Espresso Whip  4.0 
124 Thr - Espresso Wht Water 1.0 
125 Thr - Espr Whtner Whip 1.5 
  
128 Thr - Capp Topping  2.5 
129 Thr - Capp Topp Water 3.0 
130 Thr - Capp Topp Whip 4.5 
131 Thr - Capp Coffee  1.0 
132 Thr - Capp Sugar  0.8 
133 Thr - Capp Ex. Sugar 1.0 
134 Thr - Capp Coff Water 2.0 
135 Thr - Capp Coff Whip  3.0 
136 Thr - Capp Choc ing  0.0 
137 Thr - Capp Choc Water 0.0 
138 Thr - Capp Choc Whipper 0.0 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
142 Thr � Inst Cap Choc Sprk 2.0 
143 Thr - Chocolate   2.9 
144 Thr - Chocolate Water 5.3 
145 Thr - Chocolate Whip  7.0 
 
153 Thr - Creami Topping 1.4 
154 Thr - Creami Top Wter 2.4 
155 Thr - Creami Top Whip 3.0 
156 Thr - Creami Chocolate 2.3 
157 Thr - Creami Choc Water 2.9 
158 Thr - Creami Choc Whip 4.5 
 
163 Thr - Soup/Cold Powder 1.5  
164 Thr - Soup/Cold P. Water 5.5 
165 Thr - Soup/Cold P. Whip 6.5 
 
275 Thr � Grd Capp Coff Wtr  5.0 
276 Thr - Grd Capp Coffee 5.0 
277 Thr - Grd Capp Whipper 5.0 
279 Thr � Grd Capp Brw Time 5.0 
280 Thr - Grd Capp ASD  1.7 
281 Thr - Grd Capp Sugar 0.8 
282  Thr � Grd Capp Ex. Sugar 1.0 
278 Thr � Grd Cap Sug Wtr 1.8 
283 Thr - Grd Capp Top. Wtr 2.0 
284 Thr - Grd Capp Top. Whip 5.0 
285 Thr - Grd Capp Topping 2.0 
286 Thr � Grd Cap Choc Ing 0.0 
287 Thr - Grd Capp Choc Wtr 0.0 
288 Thr - Grd Capp Choc Whip0.0 
289 Thr � Grd Capp Choc Sprk2.0 
386 Thr � Grd Capp Syrup 0.6 
 
290 Thr - Grd Espres Regular 5.0 
291 Thr - Grd Espres Strong 5.0 
292 Thr - Grd Espres White 0.4 
293 Thr - Grd Espres Ex. Wh 0.5 
294 Thr - Grd Espres Sugar 0.6 
295 Thr - Grd Espres Ex. Sugr 0.7 
296 Thr - Grd Espres Water 4.0 
297 Thr - Grd Espres  Whip 4.0 
298 Thr - Grd Esp Whit Wtr 0.8 
299 Thr - Grd Espr Whit Whip 1.5 
300 Thr - Grd Esp Brew Time.  05 
301 Thr - Grd Espres ASD 2.5 
302 Thr � Grd Espr Sugr Wat 0.8 
387 Thr �Grd Espres Syrup 0 
 
 
 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
305 Thr - Esp-Choc Chc Wter  1.6 
306 Thr - Esp-Choc Choc Whip4.5 
307 Thr - Esp-Choc Chocolate 1.9 
308 Thr - Esp-Choc Topping 1.7 
309 Thr - Esp-Choc Topp Whip1.5 
310 Thr - Esp-Choc Topp Wtr 1.6 
311 Thr - Esp-Choc Coff Wtr 1.9 
312 Thr - Esp-Choc Coff Whip 3.0 
313  Thr - Esp-Choc Coffee 0.8 
 
358 Thr - FB 3 Regular  1.8 
359 Thr - FB 3 Strong  2.0 
360 Thr - FB 3 Whitener  0.7 
361 Thr - FB 3 Ex.Whiten  0.9 
357 Thr � FB 3 Sug Wtr  1.5 
362 Thr - FB 3 Sugar  0.8 
363 Thr - FB 3 Ex.Sugar  1.0 
364 Thr - FB 3 Water   4.5 
365 Thr - FB 3 Whipper   4.0 
366 Thr - FB 3 Water Whitenr 2.0 
367 Thr - FB 3 Whip Whitener 2.0 
368 Thr - FB 3 Brew Time 5.0 
369 Thr - FB 3 ASD Time  3.0 
370 Thr - FB 3 Blk Only Tp Up 0.0 
 
COLD THROWS 
 
167 Thr � Cold Powder Wtr 5.0 
170 Thr -  Hot Water  6.0 
479 Thr � Cold Syrup   0.6 
 
183 Thr � Syrup Hot  0.6 
478 Thr � Still Water  6.5 
 
488 Thr � Still Wtr (Push&Hold) 1 
489 Thr � UV lamp time  6 
 
371  Thr - Frappe Regular   1.2 
372  Thr - Frappe Strong   1.4 
373  Thr - Frappe White   0.7 
374  Thr - Frappe Ex. White 0.9 
375  Thr - Frappe Sugar   0.8 
376  Thr - Frappe Ex. Sugar 1.0 
377  Thr - Frappe Main Water  4.0 
378  Thr - Frappe Main Whip 4.0 
379  Thr - Frappe Whitnr Whip 3.0 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
LARGE CUP THROWS 
 
414 Set-Up Large Cup  00 
388 Thr � FRAPPE %Inc Lge   75 
389 Thr � Freshbrew 3  75 
390 Thr � Espressochoc  75 
391 Thr - INS 1 % Inc. Lge  75 
392 Thr - INS 2 % Inc. Lge  75 
393 Thr - INS 3 % Inc. Lge 75 
394 Thr - INS 4 % Inc. Lge 75 
395 Thr - INS 5 % Inc. Lge 75 
396 Thr - FB 1  % Inc. Lge 75 
397 Thr - FB1Esp % Inc. Lge 75 
398 Thr - FB1 Capp %Inc.Lge 75 
399 Thr - FB2 % Inc. Lge Cup 75 
400 Thr - Espresso %Inc. Lge 75 
401 Thr - Capp % Inc. Lge 75 
402 Thr - Choc %Inc. Lge 75 
403 Thr- Creami % Inc. Lge 75 
404 Thr - Soup % Inc. Lge 75 
405 Thr - Syr 1 % Inc. Lge 75 
407 Thr - Syr 3 % Inc. Lge 75 
409 Thr - Still Wat % Inc.Lge 75 
410 Thr - Hot Wat  %Inc. Lge 75 
415 Thr � Double Espr % Lge 75 
483 Thr � UV Still Wat %Inc 75 
484 Thr � UV Syrup 1 %Inc 75 
485 Thr � UV Syrup 2 %Inc 75 
 
FREE VEND & DISCOUNT SET 
UP 
 
200 Payment System  05 
 
629 USD 1 Free/Supp Period 0 
630 USD 2 Free/Supp Period 0 
631 USD 3 Free/Supp Period 0 
 
32  Supp Discount       0.00 
199 Discount for No Cup  00 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
235 Free/Supp.   Period 1 
236 Free/Supp.   Period 2 
237 Free/Supp.   Period 3 
238 Free/Supp.   Period 4 
239 Free/Supp.   Period 5 
240 Free/Supp.   Period 6 
222 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN1     0000 
223 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN2     0000 
224 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN3     0000 
225 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN4     0000 
226 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN5     0000 
227 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN6     0000 
 
241 Free Pin Period      0000 
262 Jug PIN With Free Vend     0 
 
JUG FACILITY 
 
222 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN1     0000 
223 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN2     0000 
224 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN3     0000 
225 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN4     0000 
226 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN5     0000 
227 Jug/Free/Discnt PIN6     0000 
229 Drinks set for Jug   0 
230 Discnt for Jug   0 
242 Max No. Drinks for Jug  07 
248 'Jug Fill' Option   0 
262 Jug PIN for Free Vend  0 
 
POWER SAVING 
 
231 Set Up Working Day 
 Days  0 
 Start Time 07.00 
 Duration 12.00 
232 Autosleep Delay  0 
 
MDB COIN MECHANISM  
 
330 MDB Coin 1  02 
331 MDB Coin 2  02 
332 MDB Coin 3  02 
333 MDB Coin 4  02 
334 MDB Coin 5  02 
335 MDB Coin 6  02 
336 MDB Coin 7  02 
337 MDB Coin 8  02 
338 MDB Coin 9  02 
339 MDB Coin 10  02 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
340 MDB Coin 11  02 
341 MDB Coin 12  02 
342 MDB Coin 13  02 
343 MDB Coin 14  02 
344 MDB Coin 15  02 
345 MDB Coin 16  02 
 
346 MDB Single/Multi Vend 0 
347 MDB Force Vend  0 
 
348 Maximum Credit    0200 
349 Maximum Payout    0200 
 
350 Exact Change Equation 05 
416 Exact Change Message 01 
 
351 Tube A Low Setting  03 
352 Tube B Low Setting  03 
353 Tube C Low Setting  03 
 
354 Tube A Assignments  00 
355 Tube B Assignments  01 
356 Tube C Assignments  02 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
 
192 Change Water Filter    20000 
 
257 Auxiliary Output Period 1 0 
258 Auxiliary Output Period 2 0 
259 Auxiliary Output Period 3 0 
 
274 Warning Lamp  04 
477 UV filter time  8.0 
 
499 Thr � Espr re-circ water 2.0 
 
497 Last Selection Recall  - - 
700 Normal Operation Door Open 
703 Enable Advertising Editing. 
712 Circuit Test 
720 Display Fault Log 
721 Clear Fault Log 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
Purified still water addresses 
and functions: 
 
476 Water Syst set-up  1 
477 UV filter time  8.0 
 
478 Thr - Still Water   6.5 
 
479 Thr � Cold Syrup   0.6 
183 Thr- Hot Syrup    0.6 
 
483 Thr � UV %inc Lge Cup 75 
484 Thr � UV %inc Syr 1  75 
485 Thr � UV %inc Syr 2  75 
 
23 Price � Still Water     0.15 
24 Price � Cold Syrup       0.15 
26 Price � Coffee Syrup      0.15 
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Addr. Function               Default 
 
 
 
PRICE DISPLAY ALLOCATION 
 
444 Price display 1  7 
445 Price display 2  8 
446 Price display 3 26 
447 Price display 4  6 
448 Price display 5 27 
449 Price display 6 22 
450 Price display 7  1 
451 Price display 8 10 
452 Price display 9 11 
453 Price display 10 34 
454 Price display 11 12 
455 Price display 12 19 
456 Price display 13 00 
457 Price display 14 00 
458 Price display 15 00 
459 Price display 16 00 
460 Price display 17 00 
461 Price display 18  00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Addr. Function               Default 
 
The Price Display Allocation 
settings relate directly to Price 
Address values 
 
1  Price - Instant 1    
2  Price - Instant 2   
3  Price - Instant 3    
5  Price - Instant 5    
6  Price - Espresso    
7  Price - Grinder    
8  Price - Brewer 2    
9  Price - Cappuccino    
10  Price - Chocolate    
11  Price - Creamichoc    
12  Price - Soup   
13  Price - Hot Water    
14  Price - Syrup 1 Water   
16  Price - Syrup 3 Coffee  
17  Price - Cold Water    
19  Price - Cup    
20 Price - Brewer 3   
21 Price � Frappe   
22 Price � Cap with Choc  
23 Price � UV Still Wtr   
24 Price � Cold Syrup   
25 Price � Hot Syrup   
26 Price � Flav Coffee   
27 Price � Double Espr   
34  Price � EspressoChoc 
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12. PROGRAMMING COMMANDS 
 
 This section explains each of the programming Addresses in 

numerical order.  Use the Address list in the previous section to 
identify which Address you require.  Use this section to find 
explanations and instructions on each of the Addresses.   

 
Note: 
 When accessing Address numbers, all 3 digits of the Address 

number must be entered.  i.e. For Address 35 you must enter 
�035�. 

 

SETTING SELLING PRICES - Addresses 1 - 19, 34 and 411 � 413 
 
Example: 
 To alter the price of Cappuccino from 15p to 25p:- 

 In �SERVICE� mode:- 
1. Enter �009� - the Address number for 'Price - Cappuccino'.  The 

display will indicate the current selling price 
2.  Press the �Vend� key - the current content will flash. 
3. Enter �025� - the new required selling price. 
4. Press the �Vend� key to confirm the change - the new selling 

price is now set. 
 
LARGE CUP PRICES 

 
 When Address 194 is set for two cup sizes, Addresses 1 - 19 

and 34 automatically become two stage Addresses.  Set the 
standard cup price followed by the large cup price. 

 
DECIMAL POINT POSITION - Address 31 
 

 This facility exists for differing European currencies. The default 
value of 02, i.e. 2 decimal places.  This address does not 
require alteration for British currency. 

 
DISCOUNT - Address 32 
 
 The discount facility works in conjunction with Free 

vend/Supplementary discount periods, Address 235 to 240.  
The discount value ranges from 0 (No discount) to 999 pence.  
If the discount value is set to >0, then this value will be 
deducted from the selling price of all drinks set-up as available 
for Free vend/Supplementary (see Drinks Set Up Addresses) 
discount during Free/Discount periods (see Addresses 235-
240).  Free vend will not be available if a discount price is set. 
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PRICE PROTECTION - Address 33 (Default setting = 0) 
 
 If a security code is active to protect access to Service Mode 

(See �Security code - Address 197�), it is possible to include or 
exclude access to the price setting Addresses.  If unprotected, 
for example, access to adjust vend selling prices is possible 
without requiring the knowledge of the security code number. 

 
 0 = Addresses 1-19, 34, 411, 412, 413 Protected by security  
      code. 
 1 = Addresses 1-19, 34, 411, 412, 413 Not protected by  
      security code. 
 
SETTING THROW TIMES � 
 Addresses 35 To 189, 275 To 313 AND 358 To 368 
 
 All ingredient throws are able to be changed and are controlled 

by means of time.  Those that are controlled at increments of 
0.1 of a second will be displayed showing a decimal point.  
Those displayed without a decimal point are adjustable in 1 
second increments.  If fitting a dual cup facility also refer to 
Addresses 391 to 409 and Address 414 for additional 
information on throw times.  To increase Bean to cup drink 
strength disable the topping water and increase the 
main ingredient water to the grinder. 

 
Example: 
 To increase the throw duration of Instant 1 main water, from 

5.0 to 5.2. 
 In �Service� mode 

1. Enter address �041� � Throw � Inst 1 Main Water 
2. Press the �Vend� key - the timing will flash. 
3. Enter 05.2 
4. Press the �Vend� key 

 
NOTE: 
 Procedure for Initiating a Dry Ingredient Throw: 

 To enable you to weigh products, the machine allows you to 
initiate an individual dry ingredient throw without water as 
follows: 

 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1.  Select the appropriate Address number. 
2. Press the �Vend� key on the External keypad.  The current 

dispense time will then be displayed on the LCD, press the 
�Vend� key again. 
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3. Press the �Large/Small Cup� key.  This will activate a dry  
ingredient dispense after a 5 second delay, allowing the 
product to be weighed. 

 
 After adjustment to the dispense time repeat Step 3. 
 If an address relating to a water throw is selected, only the 

water will be dispensed. 

 
SETTING INGREDIENT DISPENSE TIMES 

 
 All available products (ingredients, waters, whippers) of each 

selection are, for convenience, grouped together. For example, 
all Instant 1 products are contained within Addresses 35 to 45. 
Timings are programmed in one-tenth of a second increments, 
from 0.0 - 9.9 seconds. 

 
NOTE: 
 The customer has the option of pressing any one, or, all of the �Extra� 

buttons up to a maximum of 3 times.  Every press will increase 
ingredient throw time by the time difference set between main throw 
time and extra throw time. 

 
Example: 
 To provide a 0.2 second increment, with each press of the �Ex.Sugar� 

key.  With address 39 � Throw Inst 1 Sugar set to 1.2. 

 
   �Service� mode:- 
1.   Enter �040� - the Address number for 'Throw-Instant 1 Ex. 

Sugar� 
2.  Press the �Vend� key - the timing will flash. 
3.  Enter �1.4� - the new required dispense time of 0.2 seconds for 

each press of the Ex. Sugar key. 
4.  Press the �Vend� key - the new dispense time is now set. 
 
  Setting the Ex. Sugar in this way will provide the user with 1.2 

seconds of sugar on a �regular� Inst 1 vend.  With a single press 
of the Ex. Sugar key the user will have 1.4 seconds of sugar 
(1.2 + 0.2 = 1.4).  If the user presses the Ex. Sugar key two 
times they will receive 1.6 second of sugar (1.2 + 0.2 + 0.2 = 
1.6) etc. 
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SETTING THE BREWER INFUSION TIME 

 
 Upon completion of the main ingredient and Freshbrew water 

dispense times, the infusion delay (the time before the brewer piston 
starts its cycle) will be initiated for the duration set. The delay is 
programmable in seconds with an adjustable range of 3-99. A 
minimum 3-second delay is forced to ensure all water enters the 
cylinder before the piston drives. 

 
Example: 
 To set the infusion delay time of Brewer 1 from 5 to 9 

seconds:- 
 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter �101 - the Address number for Freshbrew 1 infusion 

delay. 
2. Press the �Vend� key - the display will indicate the current delay 

time. 
3. Enter �9� - the new required time in seconds. 
4. Press the �Vend� key - to confirm the new required time. 
 
SETTING THE ANTI-SPLUTTER DELAY  

 
 The downward stroke of the brewer piston places the brewer 

cylinder under pressure. To relieve this pressure, preventing 
the last of the brewed liquid splashing out of the mixing bowl or 
cup, the brewer motor is stopped for 1.5 seconds. During this 
pause the remaining liquid is dispensed into the mixing bowl or 
cup by means of 'relieving pressure'. This stop position is the 
�Anti-Splutter Delay�. 

 
Example: 
 To adjust the ASD timing of Brewer 1 from 3.5 to 3.2 seconds. 
 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter �102� - the Address number of Freshbrew 1 ASD. 
2. Press the �Vend� key  - the current delay time will be displayed 

- in this example 3.5. 
3. Enter �032� - the new required time of 3.2 seconds. 
4. Press the �Vend� key to confirm the new requirement. 
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SET-UP CARBONATOR TYPE AMERICANO - Address 190 
 
 Address 190 allows the processor to recognise which sold-out 

sensing facilities the carbonator has:- 
0 = Standard specification (no sold-out sensing) 
1 = CO2 sold-out sensing only 
2  = Coke specification (syrup and CO2 sold-out sensing) 
 
"CHANGE WATER FILTER" WARNING - Address 192 (Default  
setting = 20000) 
 
 This facility exists as a prompt to check the condition of the 

water filter (if fitted) upon completion of a pre-determined 
number of vends. The Address has a programmable range of 0-
999999. If set to zero the facility is inactive. A message of 
"CHECK WATER FILTER -CHANGE?" is displayed, at power-up 
only, on the LCD upon completion of the total number of vends. 
The message will continue to be displayed for 5 seconds at 
power up only until an additional 1000 vends have been taken 

 
SITE NUMBER - Address 193 (Default setting = 123456) 
 
 The site number is a means of identifying each machine 

uniquely, and is recorded at the head of each Audit 1 printed 
report. The programmable range is 0-999999. 

 
CUPS - Address 194 (Default setting = 1) 
 
 The content of this Address determines cup dispense 

procedures, for the Espresso Café this must be set to 02:- 
 
0 = Permanent No Cup operation 
1 = Alternate left/right cup dispense from each carousel 
2 = "Hot" (R.H.S) and cold (L.H.S) cup dispense.   
7 = Reverse of 2 
 This facility exists to enable either:- 
a) Branded cups to be used for either hot or cold drink selections 

only, or 
b) Differing volume of hot and cold drinks to be dispensed, i.e.oz.  
 hot drinks and 9 oz cold drinks 
3 = Quick Freshbrew Vend with "Hot" and "Cold" cups.   
4 = Hot only cups 
5 = Hot only cups with Quick Freshbrew vend 
 
8 = Ground drinks dispensed from left hand carousel, all other  
     drinks dispensed from the right hand carousel.  
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9 = Ground drinks dispensed from right hand carousel, all other  
     drinks dispensed from the left hand carousel. 
 
 Option settings 3 or 4 enable Freshbrew vends to be dispensed 

3 seconds faster by commencing the brewer cycle at the time 
of �Cup Drop", as opposed to "Cup Delivery" by the cup arm. 
However, should a cup arm jam condition be experienced, 
credit (when applicable) will be deducted and the brewer will 
continue to dispense the selected product. 

 
21 = Large cup option active 
23 = Large cup option active with Quick Freshbrew vend 
 
SEE ALSO LARGE CUP PRICING UNDER- ADDRESSES 1-19, 34  

and 411 - 413. 

 
COINS ACCEPTED MESSAGE - Address 196 (Default  
setting = 0) 
 
 The content of this Address should be programmed to suit the coin 

acceptance group as programmed within the coin mechanism, or 
altered to suit a card payment system only. The coin/card 
acceptance group is displayed via the LCD as a standby, second page 
instruction. 

 
0 = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50p, 1 pound 
1 = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50p, 1 pound and 2 pound coins 
2 = 5, 10, 20, 50p and 1 pound coins 
3 = Enter credit card 
*4   = Custom coin set -The message to be displayed must be     

  programmed on the second page of the advertising feature 
5  =  5, 10, 20, 50CT & 1.00 EURO COINS. 
6  =  5, 10, 20, 50CT, 1.00 & 2.00EURO COINS. 
 
NOTE: 
 The content of this Address should only be programmed to 3 if 

Address 200 (Payment System) is also set to 3. 
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SECURITY CODE - Address 197 (Default setting = 000000,  
i.e. Inactive) 
 
 CAUTION - If a security code number is programmed, access 

to �service� mode is inhibited without first entering the security 
code number followed by pressing the �Vend� key at power-up. 
Ensure therefore that the code number is recorded. The code 
number will NOT be displayed within Audit Report 2. 

 
Example: 
 To programme a security code number:- 
 In �Service� mode � 
1. Enter Address 197. 

2. Press the �Vend� key - the current code number will be 
displayed. 

3. Enter new 6-digit Security number.  
4. Press the �Vend� key to confirm. 
 
DISCOUNT FOR "NO CUP" OPTION - Address 199 (Default setting = 0) 

 
Example: 
 A value of 2 within this Address would discount the selling price of all 

drinks by 2p when "No-Cup" option is selected.  

 
This facility is not applicable if:- 

 A timed supplementary period is active, or Address 247 (No 
Cup key) is programmed inactive. 

  
PAYMENT SYSTEM - Address 200 (Default setting = 5) 
 
 The content of this Address should be programmed to suit the type 

of payment system fitted to the machine. 

0 = Permanent Free vend (no payment system). 
3 = Single price card system, e.g. Digicard. 
5 = MDB Payment enable. 
 

If the content setting is programmed to 3, Address 196 (coin 
set display) should also be set to 3. 
 
If setting to permanent Free vend, i.e. 0, the selling prices do 
not need to be set to zero. 
A coin mechanism is not required if this facility is used. 
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PAYMENT ACCEPTANCE - Address 201 (Default setting = 0) 
 
0 = Payment system enabled. 
1 = Payment system disabled. 
 
NOTE: 
 This facility can be used to inhibit the payment system if the boiler is 

either under or over temperature condition.  If enabled, this will 
permit coin acceptance and dispense of cold drinks and / or 
selections from Mini Series machines. 

 

TIME/DAY/DATE - Address 202 
 

 The correct time, day and date will have been pre-programmed. 

 To amend either of these functions:- 
 
Example: 
 In �Service� mode:-  
1. Enter Address 202. 
2.  Press the �Vend� key - the current time in 24-hour format will 

be displayed. 
3.  Press the �Vend� key to advance OR enter new time in 24-hour 

format, followed by pressing the �Vend� key. 
4. The date/month/year will be displayed. Press the �Vend� key to  
 confirm OR  enter correct date/month/year followed by 

pressing the �Vend� key. 
 
LANGUAGE- Address 204 (Default setting = 0 (English)) 
 

The content of this Address determines the language of 
messages displayed via the LCD. 

0  = English 
1  = Finnish 
2  = German 
3 = French/Flemish 
4 = Flemish 
5 = French (Belgian coin set) 
6  = Dutch 
7  = Spanish 
8  = French (French coin set) 
9 = Norwegian 
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SET-UP SELECTION RANGE - Addresses 205 to 221. 
 
 Refer to Programming Addresses for default settings within the 

processor board information section. 

 The selection set-up Addresses determine:- 
a) Selection availability. 
b) Options available. 
c) Availability during timed free vend/discount periods. 
 
SET-UP INSTANTS 1, 2, 3, AND 5, BEAN TO CUP GRINDER, AND 
FRESH BREW 1  Addresses 205 To 210. 
 
0 = Not active. 
1 = Active, no whipped option, timed free vend available. 
2 = Active, with whipped option, timed free vend available. 
9 = Permanently whipped free vend available. 

11 = Active, no whipped option, timed free vend NOT available. 
12 = Active, with whipped option, timed free vend NOT available. 
19 = Permanently whipped timed free vend NOT available. 
 
Extra settings for Bean to Cup Coffee Grinder - Address 210 

 
3 = Bean to Cup active with Ground Espresso selections, not                    
    whipped, timed free vend available. 
4 = Bean to Cup active with Ground Espresso selections, always  
   whipped, timed free vend available. 

07 = Bean to Cup permanently whipped, timed  free vend  
    available. Ground Espresso active � not whipped. 
08 = Bean to Cup permanently whipped, timed free vend   
    available.  Ground Espresso active � permanently whipped. 
13 + 14 = As 3 + 4 except timed free vend not available 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 

If address 210 is set to dispense an Espresso from the 
Grinder, address 383 must be set to 1.  If address 210 is 
set to dispense an Instant Espresso, address 383 must 
be set to 0. 
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BREWER MAPPING - Address 245 (Default setting = 01) 
 
 Address 245 swaps Freshbrew 1 with Freshbrew 2.  This means 

that when using the Bean to Cup Grinder the user will select 
selection codes 60, 61, 62 and 63.  When selecting the 
Freshbrew unit (Freshbrew 2) selection codes 50, 51, 52 and 
53 will be used.  

 
00 = Freshbrew 1 active as Freshbrew Tea 
01 = Freshbrew 1 active as Bean to Cup Grinder 
 
Note:  When a Bean to Cup Grinder is fitted address 245 must be  
    set to 01.  Address 380 must also be set to 1 to ensure  
    correct operation of the Grinder. 
 
SET-UP INSTANT 1 ESPRESSO, CHOCOLATE, CREAMICHOC  
and ESPRESSOCHOC - Addresses 211, 213, 214 and 273 
 
0 = Not active 
1 = Active, (always whipped) timed free vend available 
11 = Active, (always whipped) timed free vend NOT available 
 
SET-UP CAPPUCCINO - Address 212 
 
Drink selection code 75 = Cappuccino, no sugar 
Drink selection code 76 = Cappuccino, sugar 
Drink selection code 78 = Cappuccino, no sugar with 
             Chocolate Sprinkle 
Drink selection code 79 = Cappuccino with sugar and 
             Chocolate Sprinkle 
0 = Not active 
1 = Active, Instant, codes 75 & 76 enabled, timed free vend  
     available. 
2 = Active, Grinder, codes 75 & 76 enabled, timed free vend      
   available. 
3 = Active, Instant, codes 75, 76, 78 & 79 enabled, timed free  
   vend available. 
4 = Active, Grinder, codes 75, 76, 78 & 79 enabled, timed 
   free vend available. 
5 = Active, Instant, codes 78 & 79 enabled, timed free vend  
         available. 
6 = Active, Grinder, codes 78 & 79 enabled, timed free vend 
   available. 
11 = Active, Instant, timed free vend NOT available. 
12 = Active, Grinder, timed free vend NOT available. 
13 = Active, Instant, codes 75, 76, 78 & 79 enabled, timed free  
    vend NOT available. 
14 = Active, Grinder, codes 75, 76, 78 & 79 enabled, timed  
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   free vend NOT available. 
15 = Active, Instant, codes 78 & 79 enabled, timed free vend NOT  
   available. 
16 = Active, Grinder, codes 78 & 79 enabled, timed free vend 
     NOT available. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
 If address 212 is set to dispense a cappuccino from the 

Grinder, address 382 must be set to 1.  If address 212 is 
set to dispense an Instant cappuccino, address 382 must 
be set to 0. 

 

SET-UP SOUP/INSTANT 5 - Address 215 
 
 This particular ingredient station may be configured to dispense 

soup (or lemon tea or an alternative chocolate) or an additional 
instant tea or coffee selection. 

 
NOTE: 
 If re-configuring, please ensure the correct ingredient canister is 

used and appropriately labelled. 

0 = Not active. 
1 = Soup active, not whipped, timed free vend available. 
2 = Soup active, always whipped, timed free vend available. 
3 = Instant 5 active, not whipped, timed free vend available. 

4  = Instant 5 active, with whipped option, timed free vend  
   available. 
5  = Cold Soup active, not whipped, free vend available 
   (Carbonator only). 
6  = Cold Soup active, always whipped, free vend available  
   (Carbonator only). 
7  = Cold Soup active, not whipped, free vend available (Chiller  
    only). 
8  = Cold Soup active, always whipped, free vend available  
   (Chiller only). 
11 to 16 = As 1 to 6 except timed free vend NOT available. 
 
SET-UP HOT WATER - Address 216 
 

NOTE: 
 The hot water facility is an optional accessory.  An independent 

valve must be fitted to the boiler for this facility. 
0 = Not active. 
1 = Active, timed free vend available. 

2 = Active, without cup dispense, timed free vend available. 
11 = Active, timed free vend NOT available. 
12 = Active, without cup dispense, timed free vend NOT available. 
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SET-UP SYRUPS 1 and 3 - Addresses 217 and 219 
 
 To activate syrups within your Espresso Café simply enter 01 

into address 217 and 219.  To deactivate syrups enter 00 into 
the relevant address. 

 Address 217 = Flavoured Water 
 Address 219 = Coffee Flavouring   
 
The Americano range of machines can accommodate either a Chiller  
or Carbonator unit, the options available to you are: 
  
 0 = Not active. 

1 = Still only cold, timed free vend available. 
2 = Still only hot, timed free vend available. 
3 = Carbonated only, timed free vend available. 
4 = Carbonated and still cold, timed free vend available. 
5 = Carbonated and still hot*, timed free vend available. 
11 to 15 =  As 1 to 5 above except timed free vend NOT 
available. *For hot syrup selections the hot water valve (an 
optional accessory) must be fitted to the boiler. 

 
SET-UP STILL WATER - Address 220  
 

0 = Not active. 
01 = Active 

    05 = Active with UV filter. 
 
SET-UP JUG FACILITIES  (Related Addresses 222 TO 227, 

229, 230, 242, 248 & 262)  
 
PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (PIN)  
- Addresses 222 � 227 
 
 If a PIN number is required to activate the Jug fill facility (see 

Address 262) or access timed Discount or Free Vend status, you may 
enter up to six individual PIN numbers.  

 
 0000 = PIN not active.   
 A 4-digit PIN must be programmed to activate this facility. 

 
JUG DRINKS AVAILABLE - Address 229 (Default setting = 0) 
 
0 = All drinks except syrups/cold water available for jug-fill. 
1 = All drinks including syrups/cold water available for jug-fill. 
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JUG DISCOUNT - Address 230 (default setting = 0) 
 
  Range of discount available = 1p to £9.99.  The value set 

within this address will determine the discount per cup, i.e. if 
address 230 = 2p and it takes 5 cups to fill a jug, the total 
discount will equal 10p.  This facility is not applicable during a 
timed supplementary period. 

0 = No discount for jug-fill vends.  
 
SET-UP POWER SAVING FACILITIES - Addresses 231 and 232 
 
 �Power saving� mode. 
 During �power saving� mode, the water temperature is reduced 

to the Sleep Temperature set in Address 322. This lower 
temperature is then maintained until �power saving� mode is 
terminated, i.e. the �boiler sleep� signal is switched off.  

 The objectives of this mode are  
a)  to reduce power consumption, and  
b)  to reduce lime scale formation. 
 
There are two methods of initiating �power saving� mode:� 
 
a) PROGRAMMED WORKING DAY � Address 231 
 
 Your machine can be programmed with the known working 

shift of any particular location by day, the shift start time and 
the duration. Upon the shift start time, the operating 
temperature is raised to its normal setting.  All machines leave 
the factory with this facility programmed as inactive to 
accommodate locations which permanently operate for 24 
hours.  This may need to be altered to suit particular locations. 

 
Default Setting, three stage address: 

 Address 231 
   0            (all days) 
   00:00     (Start time) 
   24      (24 hour duration) 
 

b) AUTOMATIC POWER SAVING - Address 232 (Default = 0)  
 
 Your machine can be programmed with a delay time (in hours) 

after which, if the machine has not been used, it will switch 
into �power saving� mode.  All machines that leave the factory 
have this facility programmed as inactive to Accommodate 24hr 
a day sites.  

 
 The objective of automatic power saving is to account for 

periods of time when perhaps the machine would normally be 
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in use, but is not � for example Bank Holidays or shut-down 
periods of particular locations.   

 
 To terminate either of the above �power saving� modes, when 

set, the user has simply to select a hot drink. The normal 
operating temperature will then be resumed whilst the LCD 
reports �WATER HEATING PLEASE WAIT. � WILL BE READY 
AGAIN IN XX SECONDS.� The timer will countdown from 250 
seconds after which the machine will be ready to dispense hot 
drinks.   

 
 The automatic �power saving� mode will also be terminated by 

the start time of a programmed working day.  NOTE:  Normal 
operations of cold drink selections are not affected by the 
�power saving� mode. 

 
PROGRAMMING POWER SAVING FACILITIES 

 
Example: 
 To programme a working day with a start time of 8.30am and 

finish time of 6.30pm, Monday to Friday only.   
 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter �231� - the Address number for �Working Days� 
2. Press the �Vend� key - the current working day/s programmed 

will be displayed. 
3. Enter �23456� - the day numbers for Monday - Friday. 
4. Press the �Vend� key - to confirm the working days - the current 

start time will now be displayed. 
5. Enter �0830� - the start time (in 24- hour format). 
6.  Press the �Vend� key - to confirm the start time - the current 

duration of the working day will now be displayed. 
7.  Enter �10� - the duration of the working hours in the day. 
8.  Press the �Vend� key - to confirm the duration time. 
 
NOTE: 
 The duration of the working day is programmed in hours only 

with a range of 0-24.  The example above will activate the 
�power saving� mode between 6.30pm and 8.30am, Monday to 
Friday and all day on Saturday and Sunday.  To inhibit the 
working day facility, press �0� at steps 3 and 5 above, and �24� 
within step 7. 
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SET-UP FREE VEND/SUPPLEMENTARY DISCOUNT PERIODS  
Addresses 235 to 240 
 
 Up to six free vend OR six supplementary discount periods may 

be programmed although the two are mutually exclusive, i.e. if 
any free vend periods are programmed, the discount feature 
cannot be used, and vice versa.  

 

FREE VEND PERIODS 

 
 During these periods, all drinks may be free vended, or, if 

required, a limited selection of drinks may be free vended. 
 The drinks available during a timed free vend period are 

determined by the "Set-up selection range".  
 
 Each active selection can be programmed to:- 
a) Timed free vend available. 
b) Timed free vend not available. 
 
 The content of each selection Address for the above options will 

vary dependant on the drink type. Refer to "Set-up Selection 
Range". 

 
 At the start of a free vend period, the processor will respond 

with an audible tone of 1 second duration. If all active 
selections are being free vended, the LCD standby message will 
change to read FREE VEND - ENTER DRINK CODE AND 
OPTIONS REQUIRED, THEN PRESS �VEND� KEY. If, however, 
any selection is to remain as a pay vend, the LCD standby 
messages will not change. 

 
 During a free vend period, the active price displays of 

selections available for free vend will change to zero. 
 
PROGRAMMING FREE VEND PERIODS 

 
 When programming free vend periods, if the duration of the 

period is less than 24 hours, the individual day numbers of 
which the period is to be active are to be programmed  

 (Sunday = Day 1 to Saturday = Day 7, 0 = all days). If, 
however, the period duration is greater than 24 hours, i.e. to 
cover a weekend, only the day on which the period is to start 
should be programmed. The duration of the period is also to be 
programmed in hours and minutes. The maximum duration 
time = 99 hours 99 minutes. 
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Example 1: 
 A free vend period is required from 10.00 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. 

on Monday to Friday only. 
 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter Address 235 = Free vend period No. 1. 
2. Press the �Vend� key. 
3. Enter �23456� - the day numbers of Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday and Friday. 

4. Press the �Vend� key. 
5. Enter �1000� = the start time of 10.00 a.m. 
6. Press the �Vend� key. 
7. Enter �130� - the duration time of 1 hour 30 minutes. 
8. Press the �Vend� key. 
 
Example 2:- 
 A free vend period is required from 5.30 p.m. on Friday to 9.00 a.m. 

on Monday. 

 In �Service� mode:- 
1 Enter Address 236 = Free vend period No. 2. 
2. Press the �Vend� key. 
3. Enter �6� - the start day number for Friday. 

4. Press the �Vend� key. 
5. Enter �1730� - the start time of 5.30 p.m. 
6. Press the �Vend� key. 
7. Enter �6330� - the duration time of 63 hours 30 minutes. 
8. Press the �Vend� key. 
 
 To cancel a free vend period 
 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter Address number of relevant period to cancel (235 to 

240). 
2. Press the �Vend� key. 
3. Enter �0�. 
4. Press the �Vend� key. 
5. Enter �0�. 
6. Press the �Vend� key. 
7. Enter �0�. 
8. Press the �Vend� key. 
 
DISCOUNT (SUPPLEMENTARY) PERIODS 

 
 If discount periods are required, the programming for the 

relevant timed periods is identical to that for timed free vend 
periods. The value of the discount is then to be programmed 
within Address 32. 
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FREE VEND BY PIN PERIOD - Address 241 
 
 This facility enables random free vends, for a pre-programmed 

period duration, to be initiated via a personal identification 
number. Access to this facility is gained by pressing the '0' key 
of the external keypad three times. Four flashing question 
marks on the LCD prompt insertion of a valid PIN (PINs are 
programmed within Addresses 222 - 227 as per jug-fill PINs). 
Upon acceptance, all selections set-up as �timed free vend 
available� will switch to free vend for the duration set. The free 
period duration is programmable in 30 second increments from 
0001 - 9999. Address content examples:- 

 
0 = Inactive 
1 = 30 second free duration 
2 = 60 second free duration 
10 = 5 minute free duration (10 x 30 seconds) 
 
 If, however, a discount value is programmed within Address 

32, the above routine will enable the applicable selections to be 
sold at a discounted value for the duration set. 

 

NOTE: 
 Should 3 consecutive invalid PINs be inserted, the processor 

will abort the routine, and the LCD will report �PIN facility 
temporarily disabled�. The facility will remain disabled for a 
period of four minutes. 

 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VENDS FOR JUG FILL - Address 242 
 
 Address 242 determines the maximum number of regular sized 

drinks dispensed in a single jug vend. 
 Default = 07. 
 Maximum = 09. 
 
BREWER MAPPING - Address 245 (Default setting = 0) 
 
 Address 245 swaps Freshbrew 1 with Freshbrew 2.  This means 

that when using the Bean to Cup Grinder the user will select 
selection codes 60, 61, 62 and 63.  When selecting the 
Freshbrew unit (Freshbrew 2) selection codes 50, 51, 52 and 
53 will be used. 

00 = Freshbrew 1 active as Freshbrew Tea 
01 = Freshbrew 1 active as Freshbrew Coffee 
02   = Grinder active  
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SET - UP SELECTION KEYS  
 
NO CUP KEY - Address 247 
 
 To activate or de-activate the No Cup key:- 
0 = No cup key active. 
1 = No cup key not active. 
2 = No cup option inhibited if cup already present. 
 
JUG FILL KEY - Address 248 
 
 To activate or de-activate the Jug key:- 
0 = Jug key activate. 
1 = Jug key not active. 
 
VEND KEY - ADDRESS 249 
 
 To activate or de-activate automatic vend if Vend key not 

pushed within 5 second time out period:- 
0 = No time-out - �Vend� key must be pressed. 
1 = Automatic 5 second time-out. 
 
AUTOFLUSH PERIODS - Address 250 � 252 
 
 Up to three automatic flush periods are available.  During a 

flush period the LCD indicator will display the message 
�Cleansing Program � Please Wait�.  The bleeper will also sound 
and the �Hot Water� warning lamp will flash for the duration of 
the flush period, alerting people of its current activity.  The coin 
mechanism will also be inhibited for the duration. 

 It is recommended that for safety reasons the flush periods are 
not operated during normal working hours of use.  If, at the 
same time a vend is being taken or credit is on the machine, 
the flush cycle will not commence. 

 
Example: 
 An autoflush program is required at 07:30, Monday to Friday 

(inclusive)  
 In �Service� mode 
1. Enter address 250 = autoflush period 1. 
2. Press the �Vend� key. 
3. Enter 23456 = The day numbers for Monday to Friday 

inclusive.  Note: 0 = all days. 
4. Press the �Vend� key. 
5. Enter start time i.e. 07:30. 
6. Press the �Vend� key. 
To cancel an autoflush period, enter �0� in steps 3 and 5  
above. 
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HOT/COLD FLUSH EVENTS - Address 253 � 254 
 
 The values programmed within these addresses determine the 

number of flushing events during an autoflush programme from 
each of the hot and cold-water stations (address 253 = hot, 
address 254 = cold).  A value of �0� will inhibit either hot or 
cold flush events from the programme. 

 
SANITISATION FLUSH - PROGRAMMING - Address 255  
(Default setting = 0) 
 
 When sanitising the cold side of your Espresso Café, it is 

possible to flush the cold water system for up to 90 seconds. 
Example:-  
 If you wish to flush the cold side of your machine for 10 

seconds:- 
 In �Service� mode:- 
    1. Enter Address 255 

2. Enter 10 
    3.  Press the �Vend� key or the �Cancel� key to exit. 
 
 The machine will run the cold-water side for 10 seconds and 

then reset to default 00. 
 
SET-UP FRAPPE (Cold Coffee) - Address 256 
 
 The Frappe is an optional extra and maybe ordered via our 

Parts Sales department, Part Number: 947170 
0 = Not active 
1 = Active 
 
AUXILIARY PERIODS - Addresses 257 � 259 
 
 Up to three Auxiliary periods are available. The Auxiliary 

programme controls an uncommitted triac on the I/O board. 
 
 Applications include:- 
 SECURITY: 
 To switch the display illuminations off after dark in security 

conscious environments. 
 ILLUMINATION: 
 To switch a remote light on after dark. 
 USER CONTROL: 
 To inhibit use of the machine payment system at allotted 

times. 
 The required auxiliary function must first be wired to the 

auxiliary triac.  
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JUG BY PIN - FREE VEND MACHINES - Address 262 
 
 If a PIN number is required for the Jug facility to be activated 

Address 262 should be set:- 
0 = PIN not required. 
1 = PIN required. 
 
SET UP COLD POWDER AUTOFLUSHES - Addresses 265 AND  
266 
 
 Only active when Instant 5 is set for cold drinks, i.e. Address 

215 is set to 5, 6, 15 or 16.  See Addresses 250 - 252 for 
settings. 

 
SET - UP CUP ONLY SELECTION - Address 270 
 
 To activate the cup only selection:- 
0 = Not active. 
1 = Active.  
 
SET-UP CUP SENSOR - Address 271 
 
00 = Disabled  
01 = Enabled, will warn of no cup detection, and will not vend a   
    drink  
02 = Enabled, will warn of no cup detection and dispense drink on  
     second �Vend� press. 
 
SET-UP CUP SENSOR VEND ABORT - Address 272 
 
00 = Disabled Cup Sensor, vend will not abort 
01 = Enabled, vend will abort immediately if cup detection ceases  
    for more then 2 seconds 
02 = Enabled, vend will abort immediately if cup detection ceases  
   for more then 2 seconds, but will rinse the bowl first. 
 

SET UP ESPRESSOCHOC - Address 273 
 
0 = Espressochoc Not active. 
1 = Espressochoc Active.  
11 = Espressochoc Active - no Free Vend available 
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HOT WATER WARNING LAMP - Address 274  
 
0 = Warning lamp off. 
1 = Warning lamp permanently on. 
2 = Warning lamp on when cup present. 
3 = Warning lamp flashes at 0.5 second rate when cup present. 
4 = Warning lamp flashes 3 times upon detection of cup then  
    stays permanently on until the cup is removed. 
5 = Warning lamp on without cup then flashes on detection of       
   cup until the cup is removed. 

 
SET THROWS FOR CAPPUCCINO, ESPRESSO AND  
ESPRESSOCHOC �  
 
Address 275 � 312 
 
 See Addresses 35 -189 - Setting Throw times 
 
BOILER OPERATING TEMPERATURE - Address 321 (Default setting = 85 
Instant/85 Freshbrew) 

 
 Provides an indication of the water temperature at the dispense 

position to the mixing bowl.  It is recommended that the 
contents of this Address should remain at the default setting of 
80oC for Instant machines and programmed to 85oC for 
Freshbrew machines. 

 
BOILER SLEEP TEMPERATURE - Address 322  
(Default setting = 60) 
 
 It is recommended that the contents of this Address should 

remain at the default setting and should only be altered if 
advised to do so by the machine supplier. 

 
TEMPERATURE MONITOR - Address 323 
 
 This is not a programmable parameter but simply a means of 

monitoring the water temperature. It indicates the temperature 
of water at the dispense position to the mixing bowl, as read by 
the I/O board. 
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MDB COIN SETTINGS - Addresses 330-345  
(Default setting = 02) 

 
 These Addresses relate to numbers 00 through to 15, which 

represent coin values determined by the coin mechanism, see 
Audit print 9 for coin number allocation.  

00 = Inhibit coin acceptance and manual dispense. 
01 = Coin acceptance, no manual dispense. 
03 = Enables Token validation (value of the token must be    
          programmed within the coin mechanism) 
11 = As above except acceptance is inhibited when in a low  
          change condition. 
02 = Coin acceptance and manual dispense. 
12 = As above except acceptance is inhibited when in a low   
          change condition. 
 
NOTE: 
Coins set to 02 or 12 are only available for manual dispense if they 

are allocated to a tube in Address 354 - 356. 
 
MULTI/SINGLE VEND - MDB Address 346 (Default  
setting = 0) 
 

0 = Single. 
1 = Multi Vend. 

 
FORCE VEND - MDB Address 347 (Default setting = 0) 
 
0 = Allows change giving without vend being taken. 
1 = Inhibits change without vend being taken. 
 
MAXIMUM CREDIT - MDB Address 348  
(Default setting = 0200) 
 
The maximum value of credit accepted as a multiple of the lowest 
value coin accepted. 
 
MAXIMUM PAYOUT - MDB Address 349 (Default setting = 0200) 

 
 Maximum value of change able to be dispensed.  If the value 

exceeds this figure more vends will be required before change 
will be given. 
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EXACT CHANGE MESSAGE EQUATION - MDB Address 350   
(Default setting = 00) 
 
Specifies when "use exact change only" is displayed i.e., when  
certain coin tubes reach the low settings.  Use this address in  
conjunction with addresses 351 �353. 
 
0 = A or (B and C) 
1  = A and B and C 
2  = A and B 
3  = A and (B or C) 
4  = A 
5  = A or B 
6  = A or B or C 
7  = A and C 
8  = A or C 
9  = B and C 
10 = B 
11 = B or C 
12 = C 
 
TUBE LOW SETTINGS - MDB Addresses 351-353 
 
 The number of coins in each tube below which the vending 

machine will deem the tube to be low in change. 
 
COIN A TO C ASSIGNMENTS - MDB Addresses 354 � 356 
 

The processor will automatically set the contents of these 
Address numbers after communicating with the coin 
mechanism. The Coins A, B and C will always be identified as 
the three lowest coin denominations. 

 
These Addresses will only require altering if there is a 
requirement to identify coins A, B and C as coins which are not 
the three lowest coin denominations. 

 
The content of these Addresses assigns a value to each of the 
coins labelled as A, B or C, which are used in all the MDB 
programming Addresses. 
 

00 = Coin A, the lowest coin denomination which has been  
   assigned to a tube by the coin mechanism. 

01 = Coin B, the second lowest coin denomination which has been  
  assigned to a tube by the coin mechanism. 

02 = Coin C, the third lowest coin denomination which has been  
 assigned to a tube by the coin mechanism. 

03 = The fourth lowest coin denomination which has been  
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    assigned to a tube by the coin mechanism.  
 

This is only a relevant Address when using four tube coin 
mechanisms. 
 
The following are examples of the programming required for 
low change conditions. 

 
Example 1: 

An MDB coin mechanism is fitted with a 5, 10, 20, 50p 
validator.   

 
To set a low change condition when the 5p tube drops below 10 
coins or the 10p tube drops below 8 coins, the following needs 
to be set. 

 
 Address  350   to     5 (Coins A and B, Default setting) 
 Address  351   to     10 (Low level for coin A) 
 Address  352   to  8 (Low level for coin B) 
 Address  354   to   0 (Identifies coin A as the lowest  
        coin denomination, default  

       setting 5p) 
 Address  355   to   1 (Identifies coin B as the second  
        lowest coin denomination,  

       default 10p) 
 
Example 2: 

An MDB coin mechanism is fitted with a 5, 10, 20, 50p 
validator 

 
 Address 350 to  0 (Coins A or [B and C]required for low 

change condition) 
 Address  351 to   10 (Low level for coin A) 
 Address  352 to   9 (Low level for coin B) 
 Address  353 to   6 (Low level for coin C) 
 Address  354 to   0 (Default setting. Identifies coin  
       A as the lowest coin   

      denomination in this case 5p) 
 Address  355 to  1 (Default setting.  Identifies coin  
        B as the second lowest coin  

       denomination in this case 10p) 
Address  356 to   3 (Identifies coin C as the fourth  
      lowest coin denomination in        
      this case 50p) 

 Address  338  to   12  (Refer to Addresses 330 to  
        345). 
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In this case Address 338 refers to the 1 pound coin or the coin 
identified as number 9 within the coin mechanism. The value of 
the corresponding coin will vary dependent upon the values set 
by the coin mechanism manufacturer. This Address number 
needs to be programmed after determining the corresponding 
coin identification from the coin mechanism. This information 
can be viewed on taking a print of the audit 9. (See audit 
facilities section) 

 
Note: 

Some MDB coin mechanisms do not have the facility to count 
the number of coins allocated to the tubes. These mechanisms 
rely upon high and low level sensors within each tube. 

 
In order for the exact change equation to function correctly the 
tube low levels, in Addresses 351 to 353, will need to be set 
below the number of coins at which the low level sensor 
operates. 

 
AUTOMATIC INCREASE IN INGREDIENT THROW TIMES FOR 
LARGE CUP - Addresses 391 - 410 (Default setting = 75) 
 

The percentage increase in ingredient throw times to produce a 
large drink can be programmed under these Address numbers. 
The default values are 75, which will enable an automatic 
increase in throw times of 75% from the standard cup throw 
time, when the large cup option is selected. The same 
percentage increase will apply to all ingredient throw times 
programmed within the set up Addresses for each selection, 
i.e. a value of 75% programmed in Address 391 will 
automatically increase all the throw times relevant to Instant 1 
by 75%. The same value programmed within Address 392 will 
automatically increase all the throw times relevant to instant 2 
by 75%. 
In order to enable this automatic percentage increase in throw 
time, Address 414 must be programmed to 0 (Default). The 
alternative to automatic increase is also enabled under Address 
414. 
 

PRICE INCREASE FOR STRONG DRINKS - Address 411 
(Default setting = 0) 
 

The content of this Address enables a price increase on 
selecting a Strong drink.  The feature is disabled by the default 
setting of 0. Any other parameter will set the price increment, 
that is the value to be added to the selling price of the regular 
selection, e.g. a value of 2 will increase the selling price by 2, 
when a strong drink is selected.  The pricing for a strong drink 
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shall be initiated by pressing the �Strong� key on the keypad, 
up to a maximum of three times. 

 
Price Increase for Extra White Selections - Address 412 
(Default setting = 0) 
 

The content of this Address enables a price increase on selecting the 
Extra White option. 

The feature is disabled by the default setting of 0. Any other 
parameter will set the price increment, that is the value to be 
added to the selling price of the regular selection.  The pricing 
for extra milk shall be initiated by pressing the �Extra White� 
key on the keypad, up to a maximum of three times. 

 
PRICE INCREASE FOR EXTRA SUGAR SELECTIONS - Address 
413 (Default setting = 0) 
 

The content of this Address enables a price increase on 
selecting the Extra Sugar option.  The feature is disabled by 
the default setting 0.  Any other parameter will set the price 
increment, that is the value to be added to the selling price of 
the regular selection.  The pricing for extra sugar shall be 
initiated by pressing the �Extra Sugar� key on the keypad, up to 
a maximum of three times. 

 
Set-up, Large Cup Throw Times � Address 414  
(Default setting = 0) 
 
 The content of this Address determines the method of increase 

in throw times for Large Cup selections. 
 
0 = Automatic dispense time increase active 
1 = Two stage individual ingredient dispense times active 
 
 With the automatic dispense time increase active, the 

percentage increases for large cup selection set within Address 
391 to 410 are automatically applied to the selection�s 
ingredient throw times. 

 
 With the content of this Address set to 1, the conventional 

method of programming a given value for each individual 
product throw becomes active. This enables a two-step 
programming procedure for each product throw, Address 
numbers 35 to 189 and 275 to 300. The first number 
programmed into each of these Addresses equates to the throw 
time of the ingredient for the regular size cup and the second 
number programmed in the same Address equates to the throw 
time of ingredient for the large cup. 
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EXACT CHANGE MESSAGE - Address 416  
(Default setting = 01) 
 
 When the machine is in an exact change condition the exact 

change message can either be displayed permanently or 
sequentially with all pre-programmed standby messages. 

0 = Exact change message displayed sequentially with standby  
    messages 
1 = Exact change message permanently displayed 
 
DEFAULT CUP SIZE - Address 417 (Default setting = 00) 
 
00 = Regular cup will be dispensed at standard settings. The large  
    cup will be dispensed after pressing the �Cup� key. 
01 = Large cup will be dispensed at standard settings. The regular  
    cup will be dispensed after pressing the �Cup� key. 
 
ASSIGNING SELECTIONS TO PRICE DISPLAY ASSIGNMENTS 
(PDA�S) -Addresses 444 � 466 
 
 Each individual segment located on the menu panel is assigned 

a price display Address.  Price Display one, located at the top of 
the menu panel, is Address 444 and Price Display 18, located 
at the bottom of the menu panel is Address 461.  

 
Example: 
 To allocate Ground Coffee to Price Display one (top of menu 

panel) and Instant 1 Coffee to Price Display two (second price 
display down from top of menu panel). 

 In �Service� mode:- 
1. Enter address 444 (address for first PDA) and press the  
 �Vend� key. 
2. Enter 007 (price address for grinder) and press the �Vend� key 

to confirm. 

3. Enter address 445 (address for the second PDA) and press the 

�Vend� key. 

4. Enter 001 (price address for Instant 1) and press the �Vend� 

key. 
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ESPRESSO CAFÉ Push & HOLD UV WATER DISPENSE � 
Address 487 

  

This address determines the operation of the Filtered Water selection  
buttons.   
 
0  = Normal timings � as set in address 488. 
1  = Normal time dispense when button is held, stop if button released  
          early. 
 

ESPRESSO CAFÉ FILTERED WATER DISPENSE & UV  
ACTIVATION TIMINGS � Address 488 & 489 
 
The contents of this address determines the maximum flow time for the  
Filtered Water and the �on� time for the UV filter in relation to address  
487. 
 
Address 488 = Still water timing when address 487 is set to 1. 
Address 489 = UV lamp timing when 487 is set to 1. 
  
Note: Set 488 & 489 to 25.5 seconds for water dispense until button is 

released. 

 
PEELER MOTOR-TIME OUT - Address 495 (Default  
setting = 90) 
 
 This Address applies to both motorised cup units, it controls the 

maximum length of time, in tenths of a second, that the processor 
board provides an output to the cup drop peeler motor. In normal 
operation the output will be provided until the peeler motor home 
switch is made. If the home switch is not made within the time 
programmed within this Address an error code 11 will be reported.   

 
LAST SELECTION RECALL - Address 497 
 

 The content of this Address shows the selection number of the last 
initiated vend. 

 

WATER THROW � RE-CIRCULATION VALVE - Address 499 
 
 The contents of this address determines the run time for the 

re-circulation valve (amount of water circulated between the 
Grinder and Boiler before each vend). 

 
MINI - SERIES PRICE CONTROL - Address 500  
(Default setting = 0) 
 
 The contents of this Address determines which machine is to be used 

for the setting and controlling of prices. 

0 = Host machine (Espresso Café) Price control 
1 = Mini Series machine Price control 
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PRICE SETTING FOR SELECTIONS IN UNIVERSAL SLAVE 
DEVICE 1 �Address 501 � 564 
 
 The above Address numbers allow for the pricing of up to 64 items 

within the Mini Series machine 1. 

 
 The Default settings are 0.40. With the Mini Series machine 1 

configured as a 12 selection Mini Snack, each Address number 
relevant to items A1, A2, B1, B2� through to F1, F2 will require price 
inputs. In this case Address numbers 501, 502, 509, 510� through 
to 541, 542 will be relevant. 

 
PRICE SETTING FOR SELECTIONS IN UNIVERSAL SLAVE 
DEVICE 2 � Address 565-628 

 
 The above Address numbers allow for the pricing of up to 64 items 

within the Mini Series machine 2. 
 The Default settings are 0.40. With the Mini Series machine 2 

configured as a 6 selection Mini Can Machine, each Address number 
relevant to items H1 - H6 will require price inputs.  In this case 
Address numbers 621-626 will be relevant. 

 
PRICE SETTING FOR SELECTIONS IN UNIVERSAL SLAVE 
DEVICE 3 - Address 632-695 

 
 The above Address numbers allow for the pricing of up to 64 items 

within the Mini Series machine 3. 
 The Default settings are 0.40.  

 
Mini Series machine Free Vend / Discount Periods �  
Addresses 629, 630 and 631 
 
0 = No Free Vend / Discount Periods available  
1 = Permanent Free Vend / Discount  
2 = Free vend / Discount Periods as per Host Machine settings 
 
FORCE NORMAL OPERATION WITH DOOR OPEN  
� Address 700 
 

This address provides the ability to simulate a door-closed 
situation when testing your machine. 

Example: 
1. In �Service� mode:- 
2. Enter address 700 and press the �Vend� key.  
3. To accept door override press the �Vend� key � The display will  
4. now return to �Service� mode. 
5. Press the �Cancel� key � The machine will now simulate a door  
6. closed situation. 
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LCD ADVERTISING MODE � Address 703 
 

To enter �advertising� mode the LCD must display DOOR OPEN, 
at this point enter into �service� mode.  To enable the 
Advertising message to be displayed, set Address 713 to 01.   
 
To enter a new text message enter into Address 703.  The 
processor board will then respond with a 3 second continuous 
bleep.  When in the �advertising� mode enter any message of 
up to a maximum of 120 characters (2 pages of 3 lines, 20 
characters per line). 

 
 The advertised message that has been programmed will be 

displayed following the standby message/s.  The numerical 
keypad allows a multitude of characters to be used when in the 
�advertising� mode.  Pressing a numerical key will display the 
following characters:- 

 
Button           Character 
1   1  A  B  C  Ä  %  &        
2   2  D  E  F  Ë  ?  `        
3   3  G  H  I  Ï  ;  :       
4   4  J  K  L  £  $         
5   5  M  N  O  Ö  .  ,       
6   6  P  Q  R  '  (  )       
7   7  S  T  U  Ü  +  /      
8   8  V  W  X  =  -  *       
9   9  Y  Z  \        
0   0 <Space> 

 
 Each press of the numerical key will cycle through the 

individual characters.  If a key is not pressed for 1 second the 
displayed character will be printed to the LCD. 

 
Additional Keys:- 
 
Key                 Action 
Cancel            Exit edit mode without saving  
      changes 
Vend     Exit edit mode & save changes 
Extra White/Cursor up/left   Move cursor left 1 character 
Whipped/Cursor down/right Move cursor right 1 character 
 
Special * Key 
 
 
Continued over page�� 
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When the �*� key is pressed for the 1st time following any other 
key press the processor will respond with a short bleep. 
Pressing the following keys after this action has the following 
function:- 
 
Key          Action 
Extra White/ Cursor up/left Move to previous advertising  
      page 
Whipped/Cursor down/right Move to next advertising page 
1     Clear displayed page 
2     Clear all advertising pages 

 
NOTE: 
 To turn advertising message off, set Address 713 to 00. 
 
INDIVIDUAL MACHINE ID NUMBER � Address 704 
 

This address is used to provide an individual id number to a 
particular machine.  This address is usually used in conjunction 
with address 193 � site number. 

 
BOILER CALIBRATION � Address 705 (Calibration Tool Part  

Number: 246351) 
 

If the I/O board is interpreting the boiler temperature probes 
resistance incorrectly, address 705 maybe used to recalibrate 
the internal resistance. 
 
Boiler calibration must only be performed after completing the 
following checks: 
 

1. Enter address 321 and ensure the boiler operating      
temperature is set to 92°C. 

2. Monitor the boilers temperature via address 323.  Give the  
boiler time to reach 92°C, if the boiler does not reach or  
exceeds this temperature check the resistance of the operating 
probe. 

3. Check the operating temperature probes resistance, see  
graph of resistance chart over page. 
 

 To Calibrate your I/O board: 
1. Switch off your machine 
2. Remove PLH from the I/O board and replace with calibration  
 tool, part number 246351. 
3. Switch machine on 
4. When the LCD displays �Door Open�, enter 737747 and press  
 the �Vend� key. The processor will respond with a bleep. 
5. Press the �Cancel� key four times to enter into �Service� mode. 
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6. Enter address 705 and press the �Vend� key to accept and again 
to save. 

7. Scroll around to �Door Open� using the �Cancel� key and turn 
your machine off. 

8. Remove your Calibration tool and replace PLH. 
9. Turn your machine on and check the boiler operation as above.   
  
GRAPH OF RESISTANCE  
 

 
 
CLEAR AUDIT MEMORY � Address 709 
 

This provision exists to zero all audit parameters (vend totals 

and cash values).  Once executed the information cannot be 

retrieved. 

 
Example: 
 To perform an audit reset 
1. Enter into �Service� mode. 
2. Enter address 709. 
3. Press the �Vend� key to accept an audit clear or press the 

�Cancel� key to cancel the mode of operation. 
4. Scroll around to �Door Open� using the �Cancel� key. 
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING MESSAGE � Address 713 

 

 00 = Inactive 
 01 = Active 
 

DISPLAY FAULT LOG � Address 720 

 

The Espresso Café has the ability to log and display the last 99 
error codes and circuit fault events that have occurred on the 
machine.  If the Fault log is not cleared, the last fault (fault 01) 
will be deleted and replaced with the most recent fault (fault 
99).  Use the �Circuit Outputs� section to identify the circuit at 
fault. 

 
To view the Fault Log: 

In �Service� mode: 
1.  Enter Address 720 to display the Fault Log. 
2.   Use the �Ex.White� key to scroll up the Fault Log and the  

 �Whipped� key to scroll down the Fault Log. 
 
The LCD will display the following when viewing the Fault Log: 

 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CLEAR FAULT LOG � Address 721 
 

To clear the Fault Log (Address 720): 
 
In �Service� mode: 
1.  Enter Address 721 
2.  Press the �Vend� key to accept clear Fault Log, or press the  
 �Cancel� key to cancel and return to �Service� mode. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total  8  Entry  1 
 
26/06/02  09:36:43 
 
Boiler No Fill 
 
09:52 

Viewed Fault (1 
of 8) 

Time of Fault 

Total Number 
of Recorded 
Faults 

Date of Fault 

Fault Description 

Current Time 
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SIMMLOGIC � Addresses 722 - 724 
 
SimmLogic� is a unique, industry-leading �future proof� control 
system providing the modern vending engineer with a detailed and 
accurate method of recording machine configurations, audits and 
ability to upload new software. 
 
Software upgrading to the CPU or I/O modules using Simm 
Logic. 
 
Taking an Audit 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button twice to enter �Audit Mode� 
• Press 2 on the keypad to download the audit file to 

the SIMM Card 
• Wait for download to complete 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door  

 
Cloning a Machine (copying configuration settings) 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Enter address 723 and press enter (Vend button) 
• Use Whipped/Extra White button to scroll up and 

down 
   
 (copy) 
 

• Select READ CONFIG and press enter (Vend button ) 
• Accept default AUTO SELECT file name by pressing 

enter again 
• Confirm the action by pressing Enter  
• Display shows READING� 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 723 

setting 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued over page��. 
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(clone)  Follow same procedure except at 723 address� 
 
• Select LOAD CONFIG and press enter ( Vend button ) 
• Use scroll button (Whipped/Extra White) to pick the 

appropriate file to load into the machine 
• Press the �Vend� key to accept and confirm action 
• Display shows WRITING � 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 723 

setting 
 
 Use the �Cancel� key to scroll back to �DOOR OPEN� message to 

ensure new settings are saved to the CPU. 
 
Uploading New Controller Software 
 

NB: It is strongly advised that a dedicated SIMM card is used 
to upload software in order to avoid accidental software 
change.  The software files can be copied to a PC for storage 
when not being used. 
 

• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Download machine configuration settings using code 

723 (see previous page) 
• Download audit data if required using code 724 (see 

bottom of page) 
• Enter code 722 and press enter (Vend button ) 
• Select ALL MODULES to load I/O and CPU software 

together and press enter 
• Display shows progress as both boards erase and 

reload new software 
• When complete display shows �OK - REMOVE SIMM� 
• Re-boot machine (operate door switch) 
• Re-apply configuration settings 723 (LOAD) 
• Re-apply audit data if required  724 (LOAD) 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued over page��. 
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NB:  The Ultima and Interlude models offer the ability to load 
previously saved audit data back into the machine in the 
event of a CPU board change.  It may also be advisable to 
carry this out before and after uploading new software. 
 

• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Enter address 724 and press enter 
• Select READ AUDIT to download audit data to SIMM 

Card 
• Accept the AUTO SELECT mode to create filename 

(make a note of the filename ) 
�������������.. 
�. Carry out software update �. 
�������������.. 

• Repeat above but scroll down to LOAD AUDIT 
• Scroll to selected audit file and press enter 
• Confirm upload by pressing enter again 
• Display shows READING� 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 724 

setting 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door 
• The selected audit data has now been re-applied to 

the board. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued over page��. 
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SET-UP DOUBLE ESPRESSO � Address 750 
 

This address dictates the way in which the double Espresso  
is produced. 
0 = Not Active 
1 = Instant  
2 = Freshbrew 
3 = Bean to Cup Ground Coffee  

 

The following addresses must be entered when setting address 750 
= 3.  To provide access to the second column (Delay Time) an 
additional security code must be entered on power up.  To enter the 
security code: 
 

1. Open door 
2. Turn your machine on, by operating the Service switch 
3. Enter 737747 
4. Press the �Vend� key � the processor will bleep 
5. Enter into �Service� mode by pressing the �Cancel� key four  
 times 
6. Select appropriate address and press the �Vend� key 
7. The throw duration will be displayed 
8. Enter new throw duration and press the �Vend� key 
9. The Delay time will be displayed 
10. Enter new Delay time and press the �Vend� key 

 
Repeat steps 6 � 10 for each new address.  Once completed scroll 

round to door open to save new settings. 

 

 
765 D-Esp FB / Grd - Regular ingredient 6.0, 1.0
766 D-Esp FB / Grd- Strong ingredient 6.0, 1.0
767 D-Esp FB / Grd- Whitener 0.2, 1.8
768 D-Esp FB / Grd - Extra whitener 0.4, 1.8
769 D-Esp FB / Grd - Sugar 0.6, 1.3
770 D-Esp FB / Grd - Extra sugar 0.7, 1.3
771 D-Esp FB / Grd- Main water 6.0, 1.0
772 D-Esp FB / Grd- Main whip 5.0, 1.0
773 D-Esp FB / Grd - Water for whitener.  0.8, 1.6
774 D-Esp FB / Grd - Whipper for whitener.  1.5, 1.7
775 D-Esp FB / Grd- Fusion time.  5 
776 D-Esp FB / Grd- ASD time.  2.5, 30 
777 D-Esp FB / Grd - Water for sugar.  0.8, 1.2
778 D-Esp  Top-up Water 0.0, 0.0
779 D-Esp  Syrup  0.0, 0.0
499 Throw - Espresso valve re-circulation water 2.0, 0.0
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13.   UNDERSTANDING THE BEAN GRINDER 
  
The secret for the perfect coffee  
 

For any great tasting coffee you need to know four basic principles; 
Quantity, Grind, Water and Freshness.  Developing an understanding of 
these will ensure that each cup of coffee is produced to the high standards 
so many of us have come to enjoy.   
 

 

Quantity 
Using the correct amount of coffee to water is the most important step in 
making the perfect cup of coffee.  For a full-bodied flavour we recommend 
dispensing 7.5 grams of ground coffee for every 5 fluid ounces of water.  
If coffee brewed in this way is slightly strong to the taste, top-up water 
maybe increased. 
 

 

Grind 
The brewing process dictates the coarse of the grind.  The amount of time 
the ground coffee and water spend together in the brew sequence affects 
the flavour of coffee delivered.  The Espresso Café produces a fine grind to 
enable a full-bodied coffee to be delivered in less then 33 seconds.   
 

 

Water 
To extract the beans flavour use fresh, cold water heated to just below 
boiling point.  A cup of coffee is 98% water and therefore must be fresh 
and clear of any impurities.  Water heated to a temperature of between 
90 to 96°C is perfect for extracting the full range of flavours, the boiler 
within the Espresso Café is set to 92°C.  
 
 

Freshness 
For maximum flavour, coffee beans must remain within their original 
packaging until the time of use.  To ensure full flavour, beans that have 
been opened should be consumed within four days.  
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BEAN TO CUP WATER SYSTEM 
 
To ensure ease of maintenance the Coffee Grinder does not use a 
pressurised boiler system.  The pressure produced to extract the flavour 
from the bean is supplied via a pump on the cold side feeding a coil 
located within the boiler.  Working at a pressure of 9bar the boiler coil 
maintains seven drinks at the desired temperature and is continually 
replenished with each vend.  This is a very simple and practical means of 
operation and one that we have found extremely reliable. 
 
The configuration of the Coffee Grinder has been designed to run a 
240Vac tri-state re-circulation valve, which is located within the coffee 
grinder mounting plate.  The valve ensures that any water within the pipe 
from the boiler to the brewer system is re-circulated through the boiler 
prior to each vend so as to assure the perfect water temperature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On selecting a Bean to Cup coffee the Espresso Café runs through the 
following sequence of events: 
 
1. SELECT FRESHLY GROUND COFFEE 

 
2. BEANS ARE GROUND BY COFFEE GRINDER - Grinder  
    motor runs for timed duration which is pre-programmed  
    within the relevant throw time address. 
 
3. INLET WATER PERFORMS A RE-CIRCULATION    
    SEQUENCE (HOT WATER IS PREPARED FOR  
    GRINDER)  
  

Water System 

9 bar Pump 

2 bar Reg 

Water Inlet 

Boiler 

Heat Exchange Coil

Re-Circulation 

Tri-State Valve 

Grinder 

Dispense Point
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4. BREWER CYLINDER REMAINS IN THE HOMED           
    POSITION  
 
5. BEANS ARE DISPENSED INTO BREWER AND  
    BREWER CYLINDER CLOSES - Brewer motor  
    rotates to brew position  
 
6. WATER IS PUMPED INTO BREWER AT 9 BAR+ 
    FORCING FRESH COFFEE INTO MIXING BOWL.    
  
7. BREWER ROTATES TO ITS HOMED            
    POSITION AND INGREDIENT IS SCRAPPED  
    INTO WASTE BUCKET.  
 
8. CUSTOMER IS PROVIDED WITH A DELICIOUS  
    FRESHLY GROUND COFFEE 
 

Setting-up your Espresso Café 
  

To ensure minimal installation time, all Espresso Café machines are pre-
programmed to deliver a 5oz full-bodied coffee using Nairobi Pure 
Columbian beans.  In hard water areas we would recommend using 
Nairobi No 1.   
 
The type of bean used within your Espresso Café dictates the throw times 
required to produce the required flavour.  Raising the amount of time the 
coffee is ground for, and the amount of water that passes through the 
coffee, will determine the overall strength.  The boiler temperature also 
plays a vital role in extracting the flavour and must be set to 92°C for 
maximum efficiency. 
 

Setting the product throw times (Note: This will be set as 
default) 
 
To produce a full flavoured coffee it is important to strike a balance 
between the amount of coffee that is ground and the amount of water 
used.  We recommend dispensing 7.5 grams of ground coffee for every 5 
fluid ounces of water.  The ground coffee, which is held in the brewing 
cylinder, provides a �biscuit� for the pressurised water to pass through.  To 
allow full extraction of the beans flavours, the �biscuit� must be firm to the 
touch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued over page��. 
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Adjusting the throw times 
 
White Coffee with Sugar (Selection 63) 
 
Address Function     Deafault 
 
103  Thr � Grinder Regular  6.0 
104  Thr � Grinder Strong  6.0 
105  Thr � Grinder White  2.5 
106  Thr � Grinder Ex White  2.6 
107  Thr � Grinder Sugar  1.2 
108  Thr � Grinder Ex Sugar  1.8 
109  Thr � Grinder Water  15 
110  Thr � Grinder Whipper  4.0 
111  Thr � Grinder Whitener Water 2.8 
112  Thr � Grinder Whitner Whip 4.0 
113  Thr � Grinder Brewing Time 5 
114  Thr � Grinder ASD    3.0 
115  Thr � Grinder Top-up Water 0.0 
127  Thr � Grinder Sugar Water 0.0 
 
Forming the basis of all your specialist drinks is the standard �black 
espresso�.  It is therefore important to ensure the first drink that you set-
up is the �black espresso�. 
 
Each throw relates to the time, in seconds, that a valve or motor is 
energised for.  Altering a throw time enables the user to increase the 
strength, volume and texture of the desired beverage. 
The bean hopper is capable of holding 7.5 grams of ground coffee.  If the 
throw time is programmed to deliver the required amount, the strength of 
the coffee maybe altered by adjusting �grind coarse adjuster�. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: 

 
Increasing or decreasing the grind time, address 103, will alter the drink 
strength and volume.  To compensate for volume differences you may 
enter address 109 to increase or decrease water levels.   
 

Coarse Adjuster. 
Turning anti 
clock wise will 
produce a 
coarser grind 

Set to 4mm for 
optimum grind 
(width of an M4 
screw) 
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14.  BEAN TO CUP COFFEE GRINDER � TROUBLESHOOTING  
 

Warning: 
 Care should be taken when working on live equipment; 

240Vac is present at the Coffee Grinder. 
 
 
BEAN TO CUP VEND SEQUENCE  
 

The Bean to Cup Coffee grinding sequence is broken down into 5 
individual stages as follows: 

 
1. SELECT FRESHLY GROUND COFFEE. 
 
2. BEANS ARE GROUND BY COFFEE GRINDER � Grinder motor 

runs for timed duration, output from I/O board PLK/5, 
Green/Red (1). 

 
 
3. INLET WATER PERFORMS A RE-CIRC SEQUENCE (HOT WATER 

IS PREPARED FOR GRINDER) Processor board output PLN/10, 
Green/Red. 

 
4. BREWER CYLINDER IN THE HOMED POSITION � Brewer home 

switch is closed circuit, input to I/O processor board PLO/10, 
Red/Green. 

 
 
5. BEANS ARE DISPENSED INTO BREWER AND BREWER 

CYLINDER CLOSES � Brewer motor rotates to brew position � 
input to I/O processor board from Brewer motor PLJ/11 
Green/Red(3).  Brewer home switch closes whilst in brew 
position, output to �Brewer closed� switch to I/O processor 
board PL0/11, Blue/Red. 

6. WATER IS PUMPED INTO BREWER AT 9 BAR+ - Output from 
I/O processor board PLC/6 Green/Red 

 
7. BREWER HOMES AND INGREDIENT IS SCRAPPED INTO 

BUCKET FORCING FRESH COFFEE INTO MIXING BOWL.   
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PROBLEM   CAUSE   SOLUTION 
 
BEANS ARE NOT  Canister slide chute Open slide chute to 
BEING GROUND  is not open.   allow beans to enter 
(Grinder Motor       the grinder 
Running)       
  
 

 
 

 
 

GRINDER STALLS      Switch off machine. 
Remove Bean  

                                                                    canister and  
beans from grinder 
teeth. 

        Remove grind  
coarse adjuster. 

                 
 

                                              Using a flat headed  
            screwdriver, leaver adjuster  

   out of position. 
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PROBLEM   CAUSE   SOLUTION  
 

Grinder stalls. 
                                                         
                                    Unscrew and  
  remove 

grinding teeth.  
Clear blockage 
and reassemble. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
FILTER BLOCKAGE  Coffee Beans are  Remove Coffee 

ground to    Brewer and 
Finely.      clean filter.   

 
 
 

 
 

Turn locators to 
the 12o�clock  
position to  
remove brewer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reassemble 

                              and adjust grinder.       
Turn anticlockwise 
to increase coarse of 
grind.   
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PROBLEM   CAUSE   SOLUTION  
 
NOT HOMING  Processor board  Remove Bean  
    is not seeing   to Cup cover 
    the grinder home. plate and check 

switch    switch alignment. 
    Check 5V supply 

to home switch. 
Check continuity of 
circuitry from the 
homing switch to the 
processor board. 

 
 
LOW DRINK LEVELS Programming  Check set-up and  

throw time 
addresses 

 
Pump not running Check 240Vac 

supply to Pump.   
      
Pump running,  Disconnect    
no water    inlet tube and 

check water flow  
into pump.  
Reconnect inlet pipe 
and remove outlet 
pipe, check flow 
rate. 

 
    Pipe blockage  Remove all Bean to  

Cup water 
connection pipes, 
clean and replace. 
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IMPORTANT SET-UP ADDRESSES RELATING TO THE  
OPERATION OF THE BEAN TO CUP GRINDER 
 
For a full listing of all addresses please refer to �PROGRAMMING 
COMMANDS�. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Add. Function    Setting Note: 
 
210  Set-up bean Grinder  08 
 
212  Set-up Cappuccino   04  If addr.212 is set for 
382  Set-up Grinder Cappuccino 01  Grinder, addr. 382  
         must be set to 1. 
 
245 Brewer Mapping   02  This address must  

be set to 2 to ensure 
the correct set-up of 
the Grinder selection 
codes. 

 
380  Grinder assignment  01  This address must  
         be set to one to  
         ensure correct  
         functionality of the  
        Grinder unit. 
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15.  BREWER UNIT 
 
 

FRESH BREW VEND SEQUENCE FLOW CHART 
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FRESH BREW UNIT FAULT FINDING 
Warning:  Care should be taken when working on live 
equipment, 240Vac is present at the brewer station.   
 
PROBLEM  CAUSE           SOLUTION 
 
WET FILTER PAPER 
(LEAKING) 
During water delivery. Funnel/extractor not Re-locate correctly.
 properly located.  
 Damaged cylinder Replace cylinder.
 sealing edge.  
 Damaged/faulty Replace seal.
 cylinder seal.  Check for 
 Filter platform not damage, if OK,
 located correctly re-locate correctly. 
  (4 screw heads). 
 
During down-stroke of Damaged cylinder Replace cylinder. 
piston. sealing edge.   
 Damaged/faulty cylinder Replace seal.
 seal.  Check for damage, 
 Filter platform not if OK, re-locate 
 located correctly correctly. 
 (4 screw heads).  
 
When filter platform Damaged/worn piston Replace piston seal. 
drops/paper drives. seal.   
 Too much water in Check/adjust water
 cylinder. volume.
 Damaged/worn inner Replace cylinder.
 wall of cylinder.  
 Stainless steel delivery Replace nozzle or
 nozzle choked with clear tannin.  
 tannin.  
 Silicon delivery tube Check and clear  
 obstructed/pinched. Obstruction.  
 ASD timing set too late. Adjust ASD time to 

occur earlier to expel 
all water. 

 
PAPER DRIVE FAILURE Incorrect type of filter Replace with correct
 paper. (Cylinder fills type i.e. 100mm
 with ingredient).  wide. 
 'O' ring/s damaged or Replace 'o' ring/s.
 missing from drive roller.  
 Filter platform not Check for damage, if
 located correctly OK, re-locate (4  
  screw heads).  
  correctly. 
 Cam follower not Check and clear
 dropping far enough build-up of   
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PROBLEM  CAUSE  SOLUTION 
 
 to engage drive. ingredient from  
  underside. 
 Filter roll not turning Check for  
 freely. interference  
  and clear. 
 Filter insert incorrectly Re-locate/replace
 located/missing. filter insert. 
 
 
SPLASHING/SPLUTTERING  ASD timing set too early Adjust timing of ASD  
OVER MIXING BOWL. or too late.                     correctly.   
 
INTERMITTENT  Stainless steel delivery Replace nozzle or 
SPLASHING/ nozzle choked with  clear tannin.  
SPLUTTERING tannin. 
OVER MIXING BOWL. Excess tannin on Clean away all
 cylinder wall/piston tannin.  
 seal (sticky).    
 Silicon delivery tube Check and clear  
 obstructed/pinched. obstruction. 
 
DRIVE GEARS JUMP/ Tooth missing from Check gear train, 
DISENGAGE gear/s. replace gear/s.
 Motor/bracket fixings Re-secure fixings as
 loose.  required.  
 Gear/cam shaft shear Check the 3 pins,  
 pin damaged or missing. replace as required. 
 
MOTOR STALLS DURING Filter platform not Ensure platform is 
DOWN-STROKE OF correctly located  correctly locked by 
PISTON. (possibly sitting-up  all four fixings.  
 at one corner).  
 Too much ingredient in See "Paper drive
 cylinder. failure" above.  
 Silicon delivery tube Check and clear 
 obstructed/pinched. obstruction.  
 Gear teeth contaminated Clean gear train.  
 with ingredient. 
 
MOTOR STARTS/STOPS Motor home switch not Check, adjust or  
IN WRONG POSITION operating correctly.  replace as  
  necessary.  
 Poor continuity of input Check continuity and 
 signal from home switch. connections between 
  brewer home switch  
  and  I/O.  
 Poor continuity of output Check continuity and 
 signal to brewer motor. connections between 
  brewer motor and  
  I/O. 
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PROBLEM  CAUSE  SOLUTION 
 
MOTOR DOES NOT START No output from I/O Check output signal,
 board   (240Vac) replace I/0 board if 
  required.  
 Loss of continuity Check and repair
 between I/O board.  fault.  
 and brewer motor    
 Thermal fuse in motor Check for cause  
 coil has blown.  and replace brewer 
  motor.  
 Motor coil has failed Replace brewer
 open circuit.  motor. 
 
FILTER PLATFORM FAILS Cam not turning, pin Replace shear pin 
TO RISE FULLY has sheared.  
 Cam follower bearing Replace bearing.
 collapsed/missing.  
 Filter insert incorrectly Release piston and 
 located, sandwiched cylinder and re-
 between cylinder and locate filter insert.
 platform. 
 
FILTER PLATFORM FAILS Cam follower pillars Clean pillars and  
TO FALL FREELY dirty/sticky. guide bores in 
  bearing blocks.
 Cam follower pillars Slacken-off fixing
 misaligned. screws, re-align and  
  secure. 
 Return springs have Replace return
 become weak. springs (4 off). 
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16.  FILTERED WATER SYSTEM � ESPRESSO CAFÉ ONLY 
 
Warning: 

Care should be taken when working on live equipment, 240Vac 
is present on The Espresso Café cold water system. 

 
The cold water system within your Espresso Café comprises of 
two purifying filters.  The first of which removes odour, hard 
water elements and organic pollutants.  The second, a single 
UV filter (40 volt supply, 240Vac output taken from the I/O 
processor board, PLM/4 Yellow), removes bacteria from within 
the water supply.  

 
After purification the water is then chilled through an Espresso 
Cafe Chiller unit, and vended via a separate �Cold water� 
dispense system. 

  
The syrup line supplying the flavouring for the cold drink 
selection is controlled via address 173 and is connected to the 
I/O processor board on PLM/6 Yellow/Red (1). 

 
 
 

                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.0 bar 

Regulator 

RD119067 

Brita Filter 

Part No. 149050 

UV Filter 

Part No.149042 

Chilled water 

Inlet valve 

154218 

Proscowa 1  

Chiller unit 

151053 

Chiller Housing 

197026 

Tool clip 

118181 

Brita filter head 

149048 

8 x 145104   red clip 

1 x 100054077  ¼ Elbow 

2 x 100054074  ¼ to ¼  barbed  

4 x 100054184 3/8 to ¼ barbed 

1 x 100054076 3/8 to 3/8 barbed 

6 x 100054091 13.5 o clip 

1 Mtr 100046007 Vendflex 

Thermostat 
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SANITISING PROCEDURE FOR THE CHILLER UNIT 
 

1. Isolate the machine from the mains electrical supply. 
2. Remove the Brita Filter from the top of the Chiller unit. 
3. Replace with dummy cartridge containing a 50cc of Milton 2. 
4. Place the waste bucket in position, ensuring the Chiller 

dispense nozzle leads into it. 
5. Switch machine on. 
6. Flush the cold side of the machine using address 255.  

 
NOTE: Normally it would be satisfactory to carry out the above 

procedure once every 6 months, which may coincide with the 
filter cartridge replacement routine to be cost effective.  
However, there are many factors which may effect the 
necessary frequency.  Some of these factors are as follows: 

 
a. Is the water supply to the machine of good microbiological 

quality? 
b. Is the water supplied from unsuitable storage cisterns? 
c. Is the supply pipework excessive in length? 
d. Is the supply pipework subject to localised warming? 
e. Does the supply pipwork have a deadleg which is subject to 

stagnation? 
f. Does the operator routine include flushing of the cold waters 

regularly? 
g. Is the water delivery nozzle cleaned and sterilised regularly? 
h. Is the machine sited in a suitable location? 
i. Is the ambient temperature excessive? 
j. Is the area dusty? 
k. Does the machine enjoy high volumes of sales of cold drinks?  

The greater the better. 
l. After long periods of time when the machine is not in use (long 

week-ends, etc.), is the machine flushed?  Is the machine 

programmed to flush automatically? 
 
Further information can be obtained from the following AVAB 

publications:- 

1. Drinks Vending Machines:  Code of Practise on Hygiene and 
Water Quality. 

2. Food and Drink Vending Machines:  Code of Practise for 
Hygiene Machine Operation. 

3. Food and Drink Vending Machines:  Code of Practice for Good 
Machine Design. 

4. Testing of Water Treatment Units:  Microbiological. 
 
NOTE:  It is advisable to check the operation to replace the UV bulb every 
12 months. 
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FILTERED WATER SYSTEM � TROUBLESHOOTING  
 

Warning: 
Care should be taken when working on live equipment; 240Vac is 
present at the Chiller Unit. 
PROBLEM   CAUSE   SOLUTION 
 

NO WATER IS   No output to valves The Cold water inlet 
DISPENSED DURING      valve is operated via  
A VEND       PLM/1 from the I/O  

board and splits off  
to the dispense  
valve located on the 
top of the fridge.  
Check for 240Vac 
output when taking 
a cold drink. 

 
LOW WATER  Low mains water   Increase the water 
LEVEL IN CUP  supply   flow rate to the  
        fridge by adjusting  
        the Water regulator. 
 
    Programmed   Increase the flow  
    Incorrectly   time via address 
        478. 
 
WATER RUNNING  Thermostat   Check that 240Vac 
WARM   Open circuit  from the PSU is 

reaching the 
thermostat. 
Check the output of 
the thermostat is 
also at 240Vac.  If 
there is no voltage 
at the output replace 
the thermostat. 

 
    Compressor not  Check 240Vac to the  
    running    compressor.   

Replace the unit if 
there is voltage to 
the compressor and 
it is not running.  

 
    Compress running Loss of gas within 
    But not chilling  the compressor.  

Change the unit. 
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17.  SCOTSMAN CARBONATOR � AMERICANO RANGE ONLY 
 
 Warning: 
 Care should be taken when working on live equipment, 

240Vac is present at the Whitlenge carbonator. 
 
 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
 
 Height     645mm 
 Width     250mm 
 Depth     420mm (inc. drain and fan pod) 
 Weight     31Kg (dry) 
 Electrical supply   220/240V  
 
 REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
 Condensor fan   120mm integrated box fan 
 Ice Bank control   Electronic probe 
 Refrigeration system delay 4.0 minutes 
 Water bath capacity  7.5 litres 
 Ice Bank reserve   5.0lbs nominal 
 Refrigerant    R134-A - 100g 
 
 PRODUCT SYSTEM 
 Syrup     Autoclude M500 (Peristaltic) 

      3 Integral (Riviera Ultima) 
      2 Integral (Temprano Interlude)
      AQUATEC 2130 Duplex  

       Diaphragm 
 Water pump inlet pressure 20psi 
 
 CARBONATOR 
 Dimensions    209mm x 63.5mm dia 
 Working capacity   0.35 litres 
 CO2 supply    50psi 
 Level control    Electronic probe 
 
 COMPRESSOR 
 Electrolux GD30AA 
 Displacement   3.0cc 
 Recovery at 10oC   129 kcal/hr 
 Cut in current   5A 
 Power consumption at 10oC 112w 
 Voltage range   220/240V 50Hz 
 Start winding (at 20oC)  25.9ohm 
 Run winding    36.7ohm 
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FLUID SCHEMATIC - WATER 
 

 

Features 
 *Split deck/ice bank system 
 *Quick release panels 
 *Easy access to components 

*Coca Cola approved @ �B� rating (with Syrup sold out sensing  
facilities only) 
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FAULT FINDING - SCOTSMAN CARBONATOR 
 
PROBLEM  CAUSE SOLUTION 
 
EXCESS FOBBING/ Too much product for  Adjust dispense time, or  

OVERFLOWING CUP size of cup. adjust syrup and water  

CARBONATED DRINK  flow rates.   

 CO2 pressure too high. Reset CO2 Regulator to 

  50psi. 

 Too much syrup. Reset drink strength.

 Dispense tube dirty. Clean with sanitiser.

 Temperature too high. Check the air flow over 

  he unit condenser and 

  clean if necessary, or 

  carry out �fridge check 

  (see 

REFRIGERATION    SYSTEM TEST  

  PROCEDURE). 

  

LOW LEVEL IN THE CUP CO2 cylinder empty.    Change cylinder. 

CARBONATED DRINKS CO2 regulator faulty. Check and replace if 

  unable to reset to 50 psi.

 Dispense time too short. Reset dispense times - 

  nominally 5.0 seconds 

  carb. water, 3.0 Seconds 

  syrup.  

 Carbonator not filling  (see POOR   

 correctly. CARBONATION) 

  

LOW LEVEL IN THE CUP Insufficient water pressure. Check mains water        

STILL DRINKS  supply - minimum 20  

  psi. Check filter 

  cartridge (if fitted), 

  eplace if necessary.     

 Water pump not working. Check that pump works 

  on dispense of drink.

  Check electrical  

  connections to  

  carbonator   

  PCB control box.   

 Pump working - pressure   Fit gauge to discharge

 low. and check dead head  

  pressure (125psi). 

 Intermittent freezing. (see  

  REFRIGERATION                             

  SYSTEM TEST  

  PROCEDURE)  
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FAULT FINDING - SCOTSMAN CARBONATOR (CONTINUED) 
PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 
 
DRINK TOO WEAK     Syrup pump not pumping. Check the electrical 

  supply to the pump  

  while vending a 

  drink. If the pump 

  is operating but not  

  pumping, check rollers  

  for movement and  

  ensure Autoprene  

  tubing is not  

  constricted.  

           

 Incorrect syrup throw time.   Check machine settings 

  and reset as require 

 Out of syrup. Check syrup levels. 

 

POOR CARBONATION CO2 cylinder almost empty.  Check and replace.  

 CO2 regulator set too low Reset to 50 psi. 

 Temperature too high.         Check that fridge unit is 

  running. Check air flow 

  over condenser. Clean if 

  necessary, or carry out  

  �fridge check�. 

 Water pump not working. Check that pump  

  operates on dispense of  

  drink. Check electrical 

  connections to  

  carbonator PCB 

  control box.    

 Pump working - pressure Fit gauge to discharge

 low. and check dead head

  pressure (125psi).     

 Carbonator overfilling. Check that both  

  connections are made

  on probe. Check or 

  change circuit board.  

 Ingress of air. Purge carbonator bowl.

  

NO WATER BEING  Water supply. Check water supply to 

DISPENSED  the machine or from  

  filter cartridge (if fitted)  

  to unit.   

 Pump not working. Replace.                 

 Freeze up or intermittent  Check the state of the                

 freezing. ice bank probe. Check

  or change, if necessary.  
  Check or change the 

  complete PCB control  

  box.    
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FAULT FINDING - SCOTSMAN CARBONATOR (CONTINUED) 
 
PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 
         
 Carbonator vessel failing Confirm operation of  

 to fill. Water pump by taking 

  still vend. If the pump is 

  not working check  

  pump. Unplug the 

  Level Probe connector

  from the main  

  loom within the deck  

  area,  take carb vend,

  pump should run  

  continuously for 15 

  seconds, if not a  

  PCB malfunction is  

  likely. 

 CO2 cylinder empty. Check  and replace.  

 

PARTIAL LOSS OF    This is evident by a large Return to Westomatic 

for CHARGE   build up of ice on bottom full inspection/service.             

 two or three ice bank coils. 
 
 

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM FAULT DIAGNOSIS AND TEST 
PROCEDURES 
 
(See LED status chart - page 107) 

 If the refrigeration unit appears to have failed, the following 
procedure should be carried out. REMEMBER - There is a 
nominal four minute delay before the compressor is switched 
on after a power interruption, providing there is no ice sensed 
by the probe. 

 
 Ensure the condenser is clean, that there are no obstructions to 

air flow, and that no excessively high ambient condition exists 
(maximum 32°C) 

 
CAUTION 
 Before changing any electrical component, the machine must 

be isolated from the mains electrical supply. 
 
SYMPTOM: SYSTEM NOT COOLING 
 Firstly:- Determine if the compressor and fan are running. It is 

sometimes difficult to assess if the compressor is running due 
to noise made by the fan. Use the shaft of a screwdriver to 
listen to the motor by placing the handle against your ear and 
place the other end against the compressor housing.   
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 If both fan and compressor are running, this could indicate a 

loss of refrigerant or a blockage in the system. Ice on the 
bottom 2 or 3 coils of the evaporator will also indicate a partial 
loss of refrigerant gas. 

 
 In either case the refrigerant base unit should be replaced. 
 
If neither fan nor compressor is running, then:- 
 
1.0 Check 240V is available at the input to the PCB control box and 

power on LED Indicator is illuminated. For additional wiring 
information a schematic wiring diagram is located on the 
underside of the carbonator lid. 

1.1  Check the ice bank control - disconnect the ice probe from the main  
       loom within the deck area and connect to the earth post on the deck  
       chassis. 

1.2 Switch on main power. 
 

If the fan and compressor start after a 4-minute delay, the ice 
probe should be cleaned and re-tested, or replaced. 

 
Should both the fan and compressor fail to start after a 4-
minute delay, check if there is a 240V output from the 
control box, if there is, check the fan/compressor electrical 
components.  If there is no 240V output, replace the control 
box. 
 

SYMPTOM: SYSTEM NOT COOLING (Continued) 
  If compressor only is running and fan is stationary, then:- 
 
2.0 At the compressor check that 240V is available to the fan.  
 Check continuity from the compressor to the fan. For additional  
 wiring information a schematic wiring diagram is located on the  
 underside of the lid cover. 
2.1 Check the blade for free rotation. 
2.2 Change the motor. 
 
 If the compressor remains stationary whilst the fan is running, then:- 

 
3.0  Check that the wiring is correct and power is available to the  

       compressor. 

3.1 Check the compressor windings as follows:-        
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 Remove the overload and thermal trip unit  
 and test for continuity across the main  
 windings, pins A and C.  A reading of 37.6  
 Ohms should be achieved.  Test for  
 continuity across the start windings, pins A  
 and B.  A reading of 26.4 Ohms should be  
 achieved.        
 Test all three pins for leakage to Earth.     
 Failure of any of the above tests indicates a  
 defective compressor and the Compressor  
 Windings unit should be returned for repair. 
  
3.2 If the compressor windings are proved correct  

       the fault lies within the overload/thermal trip/PTC assembly.  

 If the compressor has failed on over-temperature the unit         
 should be allowed to cool for 15-20 minutes prior to  
 reconnecting power supplies. 
 
SYMPTOM: FAILURE TO DISPENSE STILL OR CARBONATED 
WATER 
 A further symptom is that CO2 gas may splutter from the 

dispense nozzle during carbonated vends. The most likely 
cause of this is that the water bath has frozen. 
A possible cause could be either the failure of the 

pump/agitator unit or a propeller which has become 

disengaged from the shaft. This could lead to an irregular build 

of ice which could span from the evaporator to the water coil. 

  

Excessive ice build-up occurs if the compressor fails to cut out when 

the required ice bank level is reached. 

 
1.0 Check operation of the PCB control box in the following 

manner:- 
1.1 With no ice in the ice bath check the compressor runs normally. 
1.2  Isolate supplies and disconnect the ice probe from the main  

loom within the deck area and connect to the earth post on the  
deck chassis. 

1.3  Reconnect supplies and check if the compressor starts after a   
      four - minute delay 
 

If the compressor fails to start, the PCB control box should be 
replaced. 
 

NOTE: 
 As an aid to fault finding, the bi-coloured LED on the control 

box will give the following indications as to the operational 
status of the unit. 
 

 

Pin Labelling for Compressor 

Windings 

A 

B C 
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 LED Status   Operation of carbonator    
 Steady red   No outputs on    
 Flashing green  Compressor on    
 Flashing red   Water pump on    
 Double red flash  Pump and fill solenoid on 
 
 
 The flashes combine so, for example, when all the outputs are 

on the LED produces a single green flash followed by two red 
flashes. 

 To further facilitate easy testing, if the ice bank probe senses 
water at power up, the standard four-minute delay to turn the 
compressor on reduce to two seconds.  After an ice bank has 
once formed, the delay reverts back to four minutes.  This 
feature will allow quick confirmation that the compressor is 
functioning.   

 
2.0 Water bath and ice probes:-         

 The ice probe operates by measuring the resistance of water 
(low) to switch the system on, and the resistance of ice (high) 
to switch the system off. 

 
 CONTAMINATION OF THE WATER BATH BY SANITISING FLUID 

OR SYRUP CAN RESULT IN EXCESSIVE ICE BUILD UP, 
PROBABLY CAUSING A TOTAL FREEZE OF THE WATER BATH 

 
 The condition of the probe should also be checked. The probe 

should be vertical and parallel to the evaporator coil. A probe 
protruding at an angle could cause an excessive ice bank build 
resulting in a partial or total freeze up of the water line. 
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SCOTSMAN SPARES INSTALLATION GUIDE 
 
Carbonator Pump 
 

 Location:  On carbonator - Fixed to the rear of the top deck 
metalwork.  

 
1. Isolate the unit at the mains power supply.  
2. Turn off the mains water supply to the cabinet.  
3. Remove the cover from the unit.  
4. Disconnect the water pump from the PCB  
5. Remove the inlet and outlet speedfit connections from the 

pump.  
6. Remove the 4 screws securing the pump to the back of the lid. 
7. Lift the pump clear of the unit.  
8.  Installation is a reversal of the removal procedure. 
 
PCB  
 

 Location:  On beverage machine - Attached within whipper 
deck housing   

 
1. Isolate the unit at the mains power supply.  
2. Disconnect P.C.B box from main loom.  
3. Remove P.C.B box via its four fixing screws.  
4. Installation is the reversal of the removal procedure.  
 
Agitator   
 

 Location:  On carbonator - Screwed to the top deck in the 
centre of the unit  

 
1. Isolate the unit at the mains power supply.  
2. Remove the cover from the unit.  
3. Disconnect the agitator from the main carbonator loom.  
4. Remove the screw securing the agitator in place on the lid.  
5. Disconnect the pump outlet fitting from the python.  
6. Remove the agitator and lift clear of the unit.  
7. Installation is the reversal of the removal procedure. 
 
CO2 Pressure switch   
 

 Location:  On carbonator - Fitted on the stainless steel tee 
piece on the carbonator bowl 

 
1. Isolate the unit from the main power supply.  
2. Turn off the CO2 supply from the bottle.  
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3. Remove the cover from the unit.  
4. Remove the electrical connections from the top of the pressure 

switch.  
5. Release the pressure from the carbonator bowl via the pressure 

release valve.  
6. Unscrew the pressure switch anticlockwise and lift away from 

unit.  
7. Apply the new sealing washer to the new pressure switch.  
8. Install the new pressure switch to the unit.  
9. Reconnect the electrical connections to the top of the pressure 

switch.  
10. Reconnect the CO2 supply.  
11. Check the unit for any CO2 leaks.  
12. Refit the unit cover.  
13. Turn on the unit at the mains power supply. 
 

Solenoid Valve  
 
 Location:  On carbonator - Affixed to the control block at the 

front of the top deck  
 
1. Isolate the unit at the mains power supply  
2. Turn off the mains water supply to the cabinet.  
3. Turn off the CO2 supply at the bottle.  
4. Remove the cover from the unit.  
5. Release the pressure from the carbonator bowl via the pressure 

relief valve.  
6. Remove the electrical connections from the faulty solenoid.  
7. Remove the 14mm retaining nut.  
8. Remove the solenoid valve.  
9. Install new solenoid to control block.  
10. Reconnect the electrical connections to the solenoid.  
11. Reconnect the water supply to the unit.  
12. Reconnect the CO2 supply to the unit.  
13. Check the unit for any leaks.  
14. Refit the cover to the unit.  
15. Turn on the unit at the mains power supply. 
 
Condensor Fan Motor  
 

 Location:  Fitted in the pod at the rear of the carbonator  
 
1. Isolate the unit at the mains power supply.  
2. Remove the two screws holding the fan bracket in position in 

the fan pod.  
3. Lift the fan assembly out of the fan pod.  
4. Disconnect the electrical connections to the fan 
5. Installation is a reversal of the removal process.  
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NOTE: 
 The assembly can only be installed in one way as the bracket 

holes are offset, this is to guarantee that the air flow is in the 
correct direction. 

 
Syrup Pump  
 

 Location:  Fixed to the syrup pump carrier at the front of the 
carbonator unit  

 
1. Isolate the mains at the power supply.  
2. Disconnect the syrup tubes from the syrup pump.  
3. Remove the pump from the carrier by undoing the single fixing 

screw.  
4. Disconnect the electrical connection to the pump.  
5. Lift the pump clear of the unit.  
6. Installation is the reversal of the removal process.  
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18.  MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM 
 

The microprocessor control system comprises of two main 
system boxes:-  

  
1. CPU Control board 

 2. Input/Output power supply board 
 
 Added to these are optional extras.  These include an infra red 

audit device and SIMM card technology for the upgrading of 
software and changing of machine programming parameters.  
Each of the two boards is linked via a 16 way twisted pair 
ribbon cable which controls the internal and external 
communications via a CAN (Control Area Network) interface.  
The 16-way ribbon cable is also used as means of distributing 
to each of the control boards a +12Vdc power supply.  

 
 Upgrading of all the control board software is via the CAN line 

connector located on the door.  Using either a Laptop PC or a 
single SIMM card plugged into the CAN line connector, software 
maybe downloaded into each of the boards by means of Flash 
programming.     

 
 For fault diagnostics:  There are located on each of the control 

boards, to assist with fault diagnosis, two diagnoses LED�s.   On 
power up the green LED should come on (indicating that power 
is present) and the red LED will be in one of three conditions 
depending on the sate of the processor: 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
NOTE: 
 Processor boards are housed in metal cases.  These should not 

be opened. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continued over page��. 

Condition of RED LED           State of board 
  OFF               Board ok 

 ON               Board faulty or triac error
 FLASHING              Loss of memory 
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CPU board 
  
 The CPU controls the function of the Input/Output board and is 

located on the door directly behind the menu panel.  Its 
function is to control the display LCD, selection keypads, SIMM 
card read/writer, cup sensor input, spare switch inputs and 
collect audit information retrievable via the LCD, Printer or 
Infra-red (Infra-red audit software is an optional extra).  The 
CPU is also used to manage the internal and external MDB 
interface, run the Martel printer, and also manage 
communication with any peripheral devices.   

 
Input/Output PSU board 

 
The I/O PSU board is controlled using one PCB split into two 
sections.  The PSU section of the circuit board consists of two 
switching regulators supplying the control systems with 35V 
@3A(MDB).  The other section of the PCB controls 48 triac 
outputs, 24 switch inputs and two temperature thermistor 
sense inputs. 
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19. SIMM LOGIC 
 

Located on the inside of the main door, the SIMM card 
read/writer provides an easy method for upgrading software 
and copying machine parameters. 

 
SOFTWARE UPGRADING TO THE CPU OR I/O MODULES  
 
Taking an Audit 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button twice to enter �Audit Mode� 
• Press 2 on the keypad to download the audit file to 

the SIMM Card 
• Wait for download to complete 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door  

 
Cloning a machine 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Enter address 723 and press enter (Vend button ) 
• Use Whipped/Extra White button to scroll up and 

down 
  
(copy) 
 

• Select READ CONFIG and press enter (Vend button ) 
• Accept default AUTO SELECT file name by pressing 

enter again 
• Confirm the action by pressing Enter  
• Display shows READING� 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 723 

setting 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued over page��. 
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(clone) Follow same procedure except at 723 
address� 

 
• Select LOAD CONFIG and press enter ( Vend button ) 
• Use scroll button (Whipped/Extra White) to pick the 

appropriate file to load into the machine 
• Press the �Vend� key to accept and confirm action 
• Display shows WRITING � 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 723 

setting 
 
 Use the �Cancel� key to scroll back to �DOOR OPEN� message to 

ensure new settings are saved to the CPU. 
 
Uploading New Controller Software 
 
Note: It is strongly advised that a dedicated SIMM card is used to 
upload software in order to avoid accidental software change.  The 
software files can be copied to a PC for storage when not being 
used. 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Download machine configuration settings using code 

723 (see previous page) 
• Download audit data if required using code 724 (see 

bottom of page) 
• Enter code 722 and press enter (Vend button ) 
• Select ALL MODULES to load I/O and CPU software 

together and press enter 
• Display shows progress as both boards erase and 

reload new software 
• When complete display shows �OK - REMOVE SIMM� 
• Re-boot machine (operate door switch) 
• Re-apply configuration settings 723 (LOAD) 
• Re-apply audit data if required  724 (LOAD) 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued over page��. 
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Note: 
Your machine offers the ability to load previously saved audit 
data back into the machine in the event of a CPU board 
change.  It may also be advisable to carry this out before and 
after uploading new software. 

 
• Open door and operate door switch (power up) 
• Insert SIMM Card 
• Press the �Cancel� button four times to enter �Service 

Mode� 
• Enter address 724 and press enter 
• Select READ AUDIT to download audit data to SIMM 

Card 
• Accept the AUTO SELECT mode to create filename 

(make a note of the filename ) 
�������������������.. 
�. Carry out software update �. 
�������������������� 

• Repeat above but scroll down (using the Whipped/Ex 
White keys) to LOAD AUDIT 

• Scroll to selected audit file and press enter 
• Confirm upload by pressing enter again 
• Display shows READING� 
• When finished the display returns to the initial 724 

setting 
• Operate door switch (power down) 
• Remove SIMM Card and Close door 
• The selected audit data has now been re-applied to 

the board. 
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20. LCD REPORT CODES 
 
 LCD DISPLAY REPORT CODES (OUT OF ORDER AND SOLD OUT) 

 
 CODE DESCRIPTION 
 11.......... CUPS SOLD OUT  
 12.......... WASTE BUCKET FULL  
 13.......... WATER LEVEL LOW IN BOILER  
 14.......... CIRCUIT FAILURE/MASTER CURRENT SENSE  
 16.......... CUP ARM JAM OR FUSE FS5 BLOWN  
 19.......... KEY STUCK  
 20.......... WATER FAILSAFE  
 23.......... FUSE BLOWN ON I/O BOARD 
 50.......... BREWER 1 JAM 
 52.......... COFFEE GRINDER BREWER JAM    
 54.......... CUP CAROUSEL 1 SOLD OUT 
 55.......... CUP CAROUSEL 2 SOLD OUT 
 57.......... OVER-TEMPERATURE TRIP 
 58.......... UNDER-TEMPERATURE TRIP 
 59.......... THERMISTOR FAULT/LOSS OF BOILER 

TEMPERATURE PROBE 
 70.......... CO2 SOLD OUT 
 81......... MDB CHANGE GIVER FAULT 
 
 87..........Mini Series machine1 SOLD OUT/MOTOR JAM 
 88..........Mini Series machine2 SOLD OUT/MOTOR JAM 
 89..........Mini Series machine3 SOLD OUT/MOTOR JAM 

 

 
To view the fault log within the Espresso Café, refer to address 720  
within the �Programming Commands� section. 
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21.  FAULT FINDING 
 
Warning: 
 Care should be taken when working on live equipment; 240Vac 

is present throughout the machine. 
 
The following causes should be treated as a �first line� checks 
only and not be considered as the sole causes of reported 
faults. 
 
Symptom 
I/O or CPU unit has no green LED 
 
Action 
Machine appears to be dead, control system inactive, display 
panel not illuminated. 
Check mains supply to machine. 
Check 5 amp control fuse 
Check connections to power supply. 
Control system dead, display panel is illuminated. 
Check 12V trip on I/O unit. 
Check connections between I/O unit and power supply. 
Check primary and secondary voltages on mains transformer. 
 
Cold water in boiler 
Check 12A boiler heater fuse 
Check state of boiler float/element cut out switch. 
Check operation of the boiler relay. 
Check Thermistor probes. 
 
Cold Drinks warm 
Check 5A cooler fuse. 
Refer to Filtered Water System section. 
 
Machine accepts money but no response from external 
keypad 
Check state of external keypad loom 
Keypad key may be stuck down, if so, following a power 
interruption, fault 19 will be reported. 
 
No response from programming keypad 
Check programming keypad cable. 
Coin mechanism does not accept coins no control system error 
codes are reported 
Check 35V trip on I/O unit. 
Check 35V connection on I/O unit 
Check MDB connections to CPU unit and coin mechanism. 
Refer to the relevant money system manual. 
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 Access to �service� mode is prohibited 
(error bleep is sounded when �service� mode switch is pressed). 
A security code number has been programmed and therefore 
must first be entered to gain access. 

 
 Selection entered reports SELETION CODE INCORRECT. 
 Set-up option for selected drink is programmed as inactive - 

Refer to SET-UP SELETION RANGE. 
 
 No output from I/O board 
 Check fuse to power supply 
 Check 12V trip on I/O unit 
 Check connection of CAN ribbon cable 
 I/O or CPU unit has RED flashing LED 
 This indicates that unit Flash memory is corrupt or empty.  Re-

program with SIMM card. 
 If programming fails then this indicates a unit failure, replace 

unit. 
 
 I/O or CPU unit has RED LED on. 
 This indicates that the unit is not working correctly, ensure all 

connections to the processor are secure and correct voltages 
are present.  Replace board where necessary. 

 
I/O Board has RED LED on. 
This indicates a triac failure. 
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ERROR CODES 
 
NOTE: 
When fault finding on a particular error code, ensure each step is  
followed in numerical order. 
 
LCD Report code 11- Cups sold out 
 
1. Check cup level 
 
2. Check operation of cup sense switch 
 With machine switched off   
 Turret 1 

a. Check continuity across cup sense switch   
b. On the I/O board, remove PLL and check the continuity from 

PLL/6 Pink/Black(1) to PLO/13 White/Red, operation of the cup 
switch will give a continuity reading. 

 If no continuity is measured, this would indicate a break in the  
 loom. 
 
3. Check operation of turret index switch 
 With machine switched off, check continuity across turret index  
 switch 
 
4. Check operation of transfer motor  
 Transfer motor 1  

 With all cups removed, at power up check that there is 240Vac 
across transfer motor 1.  If voltage is present, and the turret is 
not turning, replace the transfer motor.  If no voltage is 
present, check if there is 240Vac at PLM/12 Yellow/Back (1), if 
voltage is present this would indicate a break in the loom, if no 
voltage is present on powering up the machine, replace the I/O 
processor board.  

 
LCD Reports code 12- Waste bucket full 
 
1. Check waste bucket level 
 
2. Check operation of waste pressure 

switch,  
With machine switched off   
a With the pressure switch silicon pipe 

disconnected, remove the wires from 
points A (Grey) and B (White/Red).   
No Continuity should be measurable 
across these two points.  If continuity 
is measured, replace the pressure 
switch.  

A 

B 
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3. Check connections to waste pressure switch   
 With machine switched off   
a. Reconnect the Grey wire to point A, and the White/Red wire to 

point B. 
b. Remove PLL and check for continuity between PLL/3 Grey, and 

PLO/13 White/Red when the waste switch is inactivated no 
continuity will be readable. On activating the waste pressure 
switch, if continuity is measurable across pins 3 and 13, change 
the I/O board. 

c. If there is no continuity reading when the waste switch is 
activated remove connections to the pressure switch and short 
the two wires together.  No continuity indicates a break in the 
loom from the processor to the waste switch. 

 
LCD Reports code 13- Water level low in boiler  
 
(The boiler has not registered as being full for a duration of 3  
minutes). 
 
1. Check correct operation of boiler float 
 
2. Check state of boiler fill switch  
 With machine switched off  
a. Check for continuity across the boiler fill switch, opening and 

closing the switch will make and break continuity.  
b. Check continuity across PLL/2 (Orange/White) and PLO/13 

(White/Red) when the boiler fill switch is not activated, 
continuity will be measurable across these two pins. If 
continuity is not measured, this would indicate either a break in 
the loom, or, the pressure switch is permanently activated.  

 
3. Check water supply to inlet valves is no less then 20psi. 
 
4. Check for scale/obstructions in the water inlet assembly. 
 
5. On powering up the machine, check that there is voltage 

present on both the master and hot inlet valves.  When the 
boiler is calling for water, 240Vac will be measurable across the 
valves.  If there is voltage at the valves replace the valve that 
is not opening.  If no voltage is measured at the valves, check 
for voltage on the I/O board PLJ/1 (Orange/White) for the 
Master inlet valve and PLJ/2 (Blue/Red) for the hot inlet valve.  
If voltage is measured this would indicate a break in the loom, 
if no voltage is measured replace the I/O board.  
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LCD Report code 14- Circuit failure 
 
1. If a triac failure is reported, in �Service� mode enter address 

720 - the processor board will display which triac output is at 
fault (See CIRCUIT OUTPUTS to identify the output, page 130). 

 
2. Ensure the output from the reported triac is not open circuit.  If 

fault is rectified, the fault log must be cleared by entering 
address 721. 

 
3. Replace I/O processor board 
 
LCD Report code 16- Cup arm jam 
 
1. Remove cup arm cover and when activating a cup drop 

sequence, check 240Vac is present at the cup arm motor, if 
240Vac is present, replace the motor.  If no voltage is present, 

With machine switched off 
a. Ensure the cam moves freely.   
b. Check operation of cup switches.   
c. On the I/O board remove PLN and check continuity from pin 5 

(Brown (4))  and pin 6 (Grey (4)) to the left cup arm motor. If 
no continuity is measured check the loom. 

d. On the I/O board remove PLN and check continuity from pin 11 
(Brown/White) and pin 12 (Grey/White (1)) to the right cup 
arm motor.  If no continuity is measured check the loom. 

e. Remove PLL and PLO, measure for continuity across PLL/11 
(Green (3)) and PLO/13 (White/Red).  When switch one is 
made continuity will be measurable across the pins, if no 
continuity is measured check the loom. 

f. Measure for continuity across PLL/12 (Blue (4)) and PLO/13 
(White/Red) when switch two is made.  If no continuity is 
measured check the loom. 

g. Replace processor board. 
 
LCD Report code 19- Key Stuck 
 
1. Disconnect external keypad and power up the machine, if fault 

disappears then check the key pad/loom, replace keypad. 
 
2. If fault persists then replace the CPU board. 
 
LCD Report code 23- Fuse blown on I/O unit or triac load 
disconnected. 
 
1. Check/replace I/O fuse (FF 6.3A. NOTE: this fuse rating is 

critical for the protection of the triacs). 
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2. Check that all triacs outputs being used have a load connected.   
 
LCD Report code 50- Brewer 1 jam 
 
1. Check operation of brewer home switch and that it is correctly  
 located. 
 
2. With machine switched off   
a. On the 6 way Molex plug, located on brewer 1, check for 

continuity across pin 3 Green/Red (4) and pin 4 (White/Red).  
Continuity will be measurable when the brewer is in its homed 
position. 

b. Remove PLL from the I/O board and measure continuity across 
pin 4 (Green/Red (4)) and PLO/13 (White/Red), continuity will 
be measurable when the brewer is in the homed position.  If no 
continuity is measured this would indicate a break in the loom. 

 
LCD Report code 52- Coffee Grinder Brewer Jam 
 

Refer to section 10. �Bean to Cup Coffee Grinder� for circuit 

outputs and grinder sequence information. 

 
LCD Report code 54- Cup carousel 1 sold out  
 
1. Check cup level 
 
2. Check operation of cup sense switch 
 With machine switched off 
 Turret 1 

a. Check continuity across switch cup sense switch 
b. On the I/O board, remove PLL and check the continuity from 

PLL/6 Pink/Black(1) to PLO/13 White/Red, operation of the cup 
switch will give a continuity reading.  If no continuity is 
measured, this would indicate a break in the loom. 

 
3. Check operation of turret index switch, located on the top of 

the cup unit. 
 With machine switched off, check continuity across turret index 

switch(es) 
 
4. Check operation of transfer motor   
 Transfer motor 1 

With all cups removed, at power up check that there is 240Vac 
across transfer motor 1. If voltage is present, and the turret is 
not turning, replace the transfer motor.  If no voltage is 
present, check if there is 240Vac at PLM/12 Yellow/Back (1), if 
voltage is present this would indicate a break in the loom, if  no 
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voltage is present on powering up the machine replace the 
processor board.  

5. Replace I/O board 
 
LCD Report code 55- Cup carousel 2 sold out 
 
1. Check cup level 
 
2. Check operation of cup sense switch 
 With machine switched off 
 Turret 2 

a. Check continuity across the cup sense switch 
b. On the I/O board, remove PLL and check the continuity from 

PLL/8 Pink/Black(2) to PLO/13 White/Red, operation of the cup 
switch will give a continuity reading.  Note:  These wires pass 
through the 12-way molex (yellow) located within the whipper 
deck.  If no continuity is measured, this would indicate a break 
in the loom. 

 
3. Check operation of turret index switch, located on the top of 

the cup unit. 
With machine switched off, check continuity across turret index 
switch(es) 

 
4. Check operation of transfer motor   
 Transfer motor 2   

 With all cups removed, at power up check that there is 240Vac 
across transfer motor 2.  If voltage is present, and the turret is 
not turning, replace the transfer  motor.  If no voltage is 
present, check for 240Vac at PLJ/10 Yellow/Back(3), if voltage 
is present this would indicate a break in the loom, if no voltage 
is present on powering up the machine replace the processor 
board.  

 
5. Replace I/O board 
 
LCD Report code 57- over temperature trip 
 
1. Check state of boiler fill switch (Possible overflow from boiler 

will cause error code 57) With machine switched off   
a. Check for continuity across the boiler fill switch, opening and 

closing the switch will make and break continuity. 
b. Check continuity across PLL/2 (Orange/White) and PLO/13 

(White/Red) when the boiler fill switch is not activated, 
continuity will be measurable across these two pins. If 
continuity is not measured, this would indicate  either a break 
in the loom, or, the pressure switch is permanently activated. 
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2. Check security of operating temperature probe (located on 
upper left side of boiler) ensuring heat sink compound is 
present. 

3. Check Address 321 is correctly set. 
4. Check resistance of over temperature probe (see Graph of 

Resistance chart page 78) With machine switched off   
a. Remove PLH and measure continuity across pin 1 (Orange/Red 

(1)) and pin 2 (Orange/Black (1)).  No continuity indicates a 
break in the loom. 

b. Check the resistance of the over temperature probe (across 
PLH pins 1 and 2) falls between 900 ohms and 1K3 ohms.  If 
the resistance of the probe is greater then 1K3 ohms replace 
the probe.  If the over temperature probe falls within the 
specified parameters, replace the I/O board. 

 
NOTE:   

The Temperature parameters within the Espresso Café               
           machines are embedded within the software and therefore       
           re-calibration of the boiler control is not necessary.  
 
LCD Report code 58- Under temperature trip 
 
1. Check 12A boiler fuse 
 
2. Check operation of boiler float 
 
3. Check operation of heater control switch, located on top of the 

boiler 
 
4. Check Address 321 is correctly set. 
 
5. Check the resistance of the operating temperature probe (see 

Graph of Resistance chart page 78)   
 With machine switched off   
a. Remove PLH and measure the resistance across pin 3 

(Orange/Red (2)) and pin 4 (Orange/Blue (2)).  Using the 
�graph of resistance versus temperature� chart, ensure the 
resistance correlates to the temperature within the boiler.  If 
resistance is much greater or a short circuit, replace the probe. 

 
6. Turn machine on, when error code 58 is displayed check that 

there is 240Vac present on PLK/12 (Red/Yellow).  If voltage is 
present, check the boiler relay located in the PSU compartment 
is operating correctly, replace if necessary.  If the boiler relay 
is operational, check the continuity from the boiler relay to the 
heater element, no continuity indicates a break in the loom. 
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7. If voltage is not present at PLK/12 (Red/Yellow), turn machine 
on and enter into �service� mode by pressing the service button 
(located on the CPU board) four times. Once in �service� mode
   

a. Check that Address 321 is correctly set, Instant = 80,  
Freshbrew = 85 

b. Monitor the boiler temperature by entering into Address  
 323.  If the temperature displayed is increasing and decreasing   
 in large amounts, or remains constantly at zero, replace the  
 processor board. 
 
NOTE: 
  The Temperature parameters within the Espresso Café 

machines are embedded within the software and therefore re-
calibration of the boiler control is not necessary.  

 
LCD Report code 59- Thermister probe fault 
 
1. With the machine switched off remove PLH from the I/O board, 

using the �graph of resistance versus temperature� chart 
measure the resistance across pins 1 and 2 

  
2. To check the over temperature sensor and pins 3 and 4 to 

check the operating temperature sensor.  If the resistance falls 
out side 900 ohms to 1K6 ohms replace the relevant probe, if 
the resistances are within the parameters replace the processor 
board. 

 
NOTE: 
  The Temperature parameters held within the Espresso Café 

machines are embedded within the software and therefore re-
calibration of the boiler control is not necessary.   
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GRAPH OF RESISTANCE VERSUS TEMPERATURE (Over Temperature 
Probe) 
 

 
LCD Report code 70- CO2 sold out 
 
1. Check that there is 50 PSI being supplied from the gas bottle 
 
2. Check Co2 pressure switch    
 With the machine switched off   
a. Remove PLO and PLL from the I/O board.  Check for continuity 

across PLO/4 (Orange/Red) and PLL/14 (White/Red), if 
continuity is measurable replace the I/O board. 

b. If no continuity is measurable, located on the pressure switch 
are two wires, remove the two wires and short circuit them 
together.  If there is no continuity this would indicate a break 
in the loom, if continuity is measurable replace the pressure 
switch. 
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LCD Report code 81- MDB change giver fault 
 
1. Check Address 200 = 05 
 
2. Check operation of MDB coin mechanism, replace as necessary. 
 
LCD Report code 87-  Mini Series Machine 1 sold out/motor 
jammed 
 
1. If working on a mini can/bottle machine check that product has  
 not sold out. 
 
2. Check the operation of the sold out switch. 
 With machine switched off 
a. Measure continuity across the sold out switch, ensure that 

continuity is made when the switch is activated. 
 
3. Check that all motors are running  
 On the mini series machine 
a. Enter �service� mode 
b. Test vend machine 
 
4. Check voltage to faulty motor.  On making relevant selection, if 

240V is present at the motor, ensure that there are no 
obstructions preventing the motor from turning. 

 Replace motor if necessary. 
 
5. On the I/O board, check for 35Vdc across PLP/1 (Blue/Yellow) 

and PLP/2 (Brown/Yellow), if no voltage is present replace I/O 
board. 

 
6. With the machine switched off, check continuity from the CPU 

board J2 (MDB communications line) to the MDB connector on 
the mini series machine.  If no continuity is measured this 
would indicate a break in the loom. 

 
LCD Report code 88-  Mini Series Machine 2 sold out/motor 
jammed 
 
1. If working on a mini can/bottle machine check that product has  
 not sold out. 
 
2. Check the operation of the sold out switch. 
 With machine switched off 
a. Measure continuity across the sold out switch, ensure that 

continuity is made when the switch is activated. 
 
3. Check that all motors are running 
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 On the mini series machine 
a. Enter �service� mode 
b. Test vend machine 
 
4. Check voltage to faulty motor.  On making relevant selection, if 

voltage is present at the motor, ensure that there are no 
obstructions preventing the motor from turning. Replace motor 
if necessary. 

 
5. On the I/O board, check for 35Vdc across PLP/1 (Blue/Yellow) 

and PLP/2 (Brown/Yellow), if no voltage is present press left 
hand reset switch (located on top of I/O board).  If voltage is 
still not present replace I/O board. 

 
6. With the machine switched off, check continuity from the CPU 

board J2 (MDB communications line) to the MDB connector on 
the mini series machine.  If no continuity is measured this 
would indicate a break in the loom. 

 
LCD Report code 89 - Mini Series Machine 3 sold out/motor 
jammed 
 
1. If working on a mini can/bottle machine check that product has 

not sold out. 
 
2. Check the operation of the sold out switch. 
 With machine switched off 
a. Measure continuity across the sold out switch, ensure that 

continuity is made when the switch is activated. 
 
3. Check that all motors are running 
 On the mini series machine 
a. Enter �service� mode 
b. Test vend machine 
 
4. Check voltage to faulty motor.  On making relevant selection, if 

voltage is present at the motor, ensure that there are no 
obstructions preventing the motor from turning. Replace motor 
if  necessary. 

 
5. On the I/O board, check for 35Vdc across PLP/1 (Blue/Yellow) 

and PLP/2(Brown/Yellow), if no voltage is present replace I/O 
board 

 
6. With the machine switched off, check continuity from the CPU 

board J2 (MDB communications line) to the MDB connector on 
the mini series machine.  If no continuity is measured this 
would indicate a break in the loom. 
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Changing a control board 
 
 If it becomes necessary to change one of the control boards, it 

will only be a necessity to reprogram user Addresses into the 
machine if the board being replaced is the CPU board. 

 
 If it is necessary to change the CPU control board all audit data 

will be lost, if it is possible, retrieve audit data using either the 
SIMM card or by taking prints 1 and 2.  Audit report one will 
provide you with the sales data, and audit report two will 
provide all Address settings that are to be reprogrammed into 
the new CPU processor board once it has been fitted.   

 
Removing the I/O board 
 
1. Switch off the machine and isolate from the mains supply 
 
2. Carefully disconnect each of the control board connectors 
 
3. Loosen off each of the four corner screws that hold the control 

board in position. 
 
4. Lift and remove the faulty control board 
 
Replacing the I/O board 
 
1. Switch off the machine and isolate from the mains supply 
 
2. Locate the control board over the holding screws 
 
3. Lock control board into position  
 
4. Carefully reconnect each of the control board connectors 
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22.  Circuit Outputs 
 
 Circuit No  Output 

 
Circuit 1 = Master water inlet. 
Circuit 2 = Water station 6. 
Circuit 3 = Boiler water inlet. 
Circuit 4 = Water station 7. 
Circuit 5 = Water station 1. 
Circuit 6 = Cup peeler 2. 
Circuit 7 = Water station 2. 
Circuit 8 = Cup carousel 2. 
Circuit 9 = Water station 4. 
Circuit 10 = Freshbrewer 1/Grinder 
Circuit 11 = Water station 5. 
Circuit 12 = Ingredient motor 1 
Circuit 13 = Ingredient motor 2 
Circuit 14 =   Ingredient motor 4  
Circuit 15 =   Ingredient motor 5 
Circuit 16 =   Ingredient motor 6 
Circuit 17 =  Ingredient motor 7  
Circuit 18 =  Whipper station  1 
Circuit 19 = Ingredient motor 8 
Circuit 20 = Whipper station  2 
Circuit 21 = Ingredient motor 9/Coffee Grinder  
Circuit 22 = Whipper station  3 
Circuit 23 = Ingredient motor 3 
Circuit 24 = Boiler Relay 
Circuit 25 = Cold water inlet 
Circuit 26 = Syrup 2 
Circuit 27 = Still water 
Circuit 28 = Syrup 3 
Circuit 29 = Carbonated water 
Circuit 30 = Whipper station 4 
Circuit 31 = Still flush 
Circuit 32 = Whipper station 5 
Circuit 33 = Carbonator relay A     
Circuit 34 = Cup peeler 1 
Circuit 35 = Syrup 1 
Circuit 36 = Cup carousel 1 
Circuit 37 = Freshbrewer 2 
Circuit 38 = Cup Station Lamp 
Circuit 39 = Freshbrew 3 (Ingredient motor 10) 
Circuit 40 = Single price blocker 
Circuit 41 = Chocolate sprinkler  
Circuit 42 = Water station 3 
Circuit 43 = Vend Counter 
Circuit 44 = Whipper station 6 
Circuit 45 = Cup arm 1 left motor 
Circuit 46 = Cup arm 1 right motor 
Circuit 47 = Cup arm 2 left motor 
Circuit 48 = Cup arm 2 right motor 
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23.  Output from I/O & PSU Control Board 
 
 Connector PL J  
 
 Pin No. Function      Wire Colour 

1 Master water inlet valve   White Orange 
2 Boiler water inlet valve   Blue Red 
3 Soup/Instant 5 water valve   Violet 
4 Chocolate water valve   Red Black 
5 Instant 1 water valve    White Green 
6 Instant 2/3/FB 2 water valve  Brown (2) 
7 Instant 4/FB 1 water valve   Green Red 
8 Hot water only water valve   Violet Red 
9 Cup drop 2 control    Grey (3) 
10 Cup turret 2 transfer motor        Yellow Black (3) 
11 Brewer motor FB 1/Grinder   Green Red (3) 
12 Soup/Instant 5 ingredient motor  Violet (1) 

 
Connector PL K 
 
Pin No.  Function      Wire Colour 
1 Chocolate ingredient motor   Red Black (1) 
2 Instant 1 ingredient motor   Yellow Black 
3 Instant 2 ingredient motor    Red Brown 
4 Freshbrew 2/Inst 3 ingredient motor   Brown (1) 
5 FB 1/Grinder ingredient motor    Green Red (1) 
6 Topping ingredient motor    Grey Black  
7 Whitener ingredient motor       White Green (1) 
8 Sugar ingredient motor   Orange Red 
9 Whipper motor bowl 1   Violet (0) 
10 Whipper motor bowl 2   Red Black (0) 
11 Whipper motor bowl 3       Orange Black (0) 
12 Boiler relay control    Red Yellow 
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Connector PL M 
 
Pin No.  Function      Wire Colour 
1 N/C        
2 Cold inlet valve     Green 
3 N/C 
4 Still water flush     Yellow 
5 N/C 
6 Syrup 1       Yellow Red (1) 
7 N/C 
8 Syrup 3      Yellow Red (3) 
9 Whipper Motor 4         White Green (0) 
10 Whipper Motor 5    Brown (0) 
11 Cup Drop Motor Turret 1   Grey (1) 
12 Turret Motor Turret 1         Yellow Black (1) 
 
Connector PL N 
 
Pin No.  Function      Wire Colour 
1 Brewer motor FB 2     Brown (3) 
2 FB 3 ingredient motor    Green Red (2) 
3 N/C      
4 Vend counter     Blue Orange 
5 Cup arm motor 1 (left)   Brown (4) 
6 Cup arm motor 2 (left)   Grey (4) 
7 Warning lamp     Green Blue 
8 Blocker facility - Single price card  
 system (if fitted)    Yellow (1) 
9 Valve (3)      Orange Black 
10 Whipper motor 6    Green Red (0) 
11 Cup arm motor 1 (right)   Brown White 
12 Cup arm motor 2 (right)   Grey White (1) 
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PSU OUTPUTS 
 

Connector PL T 
 

Pin No.  Function      Wire Colour 
1 Earth       Green Yellow 
2 N/C        
3 N/C 
4 Boiler Neon      Pink (1) 
5 Boiler Element Neutral    Blue 
6 Boiler Element Live    Brown 

 
Connector PL V 
 

Pin No.  Function      Wire Colour 
1 Boiler Relay Triac     Red Yellow 
2 Door Open/Close Switch   Red Grey 
3 Switch Common 1    White Red (5) 
4 PSU Board/Extractor Fan Live   Red  
5 Carbonator/Chiller Live    Red (1) 
6 Door Lighting Live    Red (2) 
7 5VDC Price Displays    Black Orange 
8 0VDC Price Displays    Black White 
9 PSU Neutral     Black 
10 PSU Board Secondary 1    Red Blue 
11 PSU Board Secondary 1    Red White 
12 PSU Board Secondary 2    Grey Red 
13 PSU Board Secondary 2    Grey White 
14 Counter       Blue Orange 
15 Earth           2x Green Yellow 
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24.  MACHINE MAINTENANCE 
 
 RECOMMENDED SIX-MONTHLY ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

PROCEDURES  
 
1.  Authorised personnel only should undertake the portable 

appliance earth continuity and insulation tests of Espresso 
Café. 

 
2. Check change date of water filter - replace if necessary. 
 
3. Remove boiler and check for scale. De-scale or replace boiler 

as necessary. 
 
4. Check dispense valves for scale/leaks. Fit valve repair kits or 

replace valves as necessary. 
 
5. Check whipper seals and replace (these are only recommended 

for six months use). 
 
6. Freshbrew models:- 
 Remove brewer piston. Clean and check seal - replace if 

necessary.  Ensure screw securing seal is secure.  Remove and 
clean brewer cylinder. Check seating face for signs of damage - 
replace if necessary. 

 Remove filter platform assembly. Remove and clean filter 
insert. 

 Clean and check cylinder seal - replace or invert if necessary. 
 Ensure free movement of paper feed spacers and paper drive 

rollers. 
 Remove and clean brewer extraction system. 
 Remove and clean paper drive roller assembly. 
 Check security of brewer motor and brewer switch. 
 Remove and clean the Freshbrew dispense nozzles and tubing.  

Re-assemble unit and test for correct operations. 
 
7. Coffee Grinder: 
 Remove and clean piston assembly. 
 Remove and clean bean canister, grind coarse adjuster and 

grinding teeth.  
 Remove and clean dispense tubes. 
 Re-assemble unit and test for correct operation. 
 
8. Clean complete extraction system including removal and 

cleaning of extractor fan motor assembly and Baffle box. 
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9. Cup unit:- 
 Check cup arm housing assembly adjustments and security of 

components and fixings. 
 Check operation of cup drop and delivery.       
 Check for correct operation and adjustment of cup transfer. 
 
10. Chiller unit:-    
 Clean condensor grilles.    
 Check water/ice bath levels - replenish if necessary.  
 Check for correct operation of unit and its components, 

including correct product dispense volumes and temperatures. 
 
11. Coin mechanism:-       
 Clean validator.       
 Strip and clean coin separator (where applicable).  
 Check operation of exact change indication.       
 Check programming of mechanism is correct for its 

requirements.       
 Coin test mechanism checking change payout of each available 

coin. 
 
12. General:-       
 Check all fuses (including I/O, PSU and CPU board) are of the 

correct value.Check security of loom connectors and machine 
components.  

 Check for any faulty/damaged wiring - correct as necessary. 
 
 Test vend each main selection checking:-    
a) Correct dispense of ingredients and waters.    
b) That leaks do not occur during dispense.    
c) That brewer mechanisms operate correctly - check and adjust 

ASD. timings if necessary.    
d) Correct in-cup product volumes.    
e) Correct product water temperatures.         
  
 Test selections with door closed, checking:-     
a) Correct cup delivery.    
b) Correct dispense of product into cup. 
 
13. Perform Safety Electrical Tests as specified within �SAFETY 

ELECTRICAL TESTING� section. 
 
14. The mains electrical supply is to be checked for correct polarity, 

presence of earth and correct voltage. 
 
15. Check operation of double pole safety switch. 
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25.  PARTS ORDER PROCESS 
 
Extensive parts holding means that Westomatic are able to offer a next day 
despatch service to anywhere in the UK mainland with orders received before 
4pm. 
 
When placing a parts order, please ensure: 
 
You telephone: +44 (0) 1626 323100, selecting menu 2. 
You have the part number of the required item available. 
You know your company order number. 
 
When ordering a part via Fax: 
 
Fax: +44 (0) 1626 332727. 
Clearly state the part number of the required item. 
Clearly state your company order number. 
 
Important Information 
When placing an order for a warranty fridge unit or processor board, please 
contact your Technical Partner for an authorisation code.   
When obtaining an authorisation code for a warranty fridge or processor 
board, please state the item serial number, machine serial number and the 
nature of the fault. 
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